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McHugh Guilty, Sentenced to 20 Years
Teen Convicted of Murder, Robbery in 1austein Murder Case
By Sarah Y. Kelghtley
IEWS EDITOR

George, appealed the decision after
it was announced.
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judge found Shon McHugh, 16,
guilty of killing Yngve K. Raustein
'94 and sentenced him to 20 years
in prison after a three-day trial that
ended yesterday. On Sept. 18, 1992,
McHugh fatally stabbed Raustein

during a robbery attempt with two
other Cambridge teenagers.
McHugh was convicted of
felony murder and armed robbery as
a juvenile and now faces the maximum sentence of 20 years incarceration. His attorney, Robert A.
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a jury trial. The trial included testimony from McHugh, Arne Fredhelm G, who was walking with
Raustein, and Alfredo Velez, who
was one of McHugh's companions,
along with technical witnesses.
Velez testified for the prosecution in
exchange for pleading to the lesser
charge of manslaughter instead of
murder.
Last September, Raustein and
Fredheim, both international students from Norway, were walking
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Donovan, then 17, Velez, then 18,
and McHugh, then 15. Donovan,
apparently without provocation,
allegedly punched Raustein, knocking him to the ground. Donovan
then robbed Raustein while Velez
robbed Fredheim. When Raustein
started to get up, McHugh allegedly
stabbed him between the seventh
and eighth ribs.
During McHugh's trial, MiddleMcHugh, Page 11

'93 Deficit Totals $10 Million
By Jeremy Hylton
EDITOR IN CHIEF

I

The Institute recorded a deficit of $10.1 million
for fiscal year 1993, according to a report released
recently by James J. Culliton, vice president for
financial operations.
In May, Culliton had projected an $8.5 million
shortfall, but changes in government reimbursement
for indirect research costs, an increasingly needy
undergraduate population, and a drop in gifts to the
Institute caused the increase in the deficit.
The original budget deficit predicted in May 1992
was only $3.3 million.
Currently, Culliton predicts deficits of $13.6 million for the current fiscal year, $11.8 million for fis-

L

cal year 1995, and $9.0 million for 1996.
Despite the continuing deficit problems, Culliton
emphasized that MIT is still a financially strong
institution. "We don't need draconian measures, but
we really need to think very thoroughly and carefully

about all the ways we can decrease costs and
increase income" and maintain the Institute's leading
position in education and research, he said.
"It is difficu!t to meet all objectives of reasonable
growth in tuition and self-help levels, competitive
salaries for faculty and staff, and need-blind admissions," Culliton wrote in his annual financial report.
Money from endowment used

The actual gap between revenues and expenses
for fiscal year 1993 was $15.4 million on $1.1 billion
in revenues. To cover the operating gap, $5.3 million
of unrestricted gifts, grants, and bequests to MIT
were used instead of being placed in the endowment.
The official budget deficit is the difference
between expenses and revenues, less the amount of
unrestricted gifts not placed in the endowment.
Another $3.1 million of money from the endowBudget, Page 13
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Crowding Levels Down fom 1992

Speakers Discuss
Abuse of Power
By Jeremy Hylton
EDITOR IN CHIEF

-

A student activist and a
lawyer discussed the power relations that cause harassment and
make perpetrators of harassment
hard to punish at a fund-raiser
for the the Ad Hoc Committee
Against Harassment's legal
defense fund on Wednesday
afternoon.

Tommie A. Henderson '95
spoke first at the event, which
began shortly after 5 p.m. in
Room 54-100. Henderson heiped
to organize the Black Students'
Union protest outside Phi Beta
Epsilon during Residence and
Orientation Week. The second

speaker, Eric MacLeish Jr., is a
lawyer and noted defender of
harassment victims' rights.
Henderson focused on the
methods and goals of the protest
at PBE. The BSU organized the
protest in response to an incident

last spring, when racial epithets
were shouted at four black students as they walked by PBE.
The BSU was not pleased
with the administration's
response to the incident, and
"one of the biggest things was

that PBE was not responding at
all to this situation," Henderson

said.

-

Shon McHugh, shown here in an earlier appearance In Cambridge
District Court, was convicted of felony murder and armed robbery.

By A. Arif Husain

Despite the administration's
efforts to limit crowding to around
165 students, 179 undergraduates
are living in crowded rooms as of
yesterday. This shows a slight
improvement from the 198 crowded
students from this same period last
year, according to Kenneth R.
Wisentaner, associate director of
housing and food services.
After Residence and Orientation
Week, 225 students remained in
rooms that were filled over their
official capacities. Since then, many
students have accepted late bids
from independent living groups or

Because the BSU had little
power to force a response from
PBE, it held the protest during
Residence and Orientation Week

to threaten PBE's rush, Henderson said. "PBE needed these
freshmen, therefore they needed

good PR during this time frame.
We needed PBE to talk about
this issue," he said.
The protest served a two-fold
purpose: It encouraged PBE to
enter into a dialogue with the
community and it made the
freshmen who did pledge PBE
very aware of the issue of
racism, Henderson said.
Henderson illustrated his talk
with two metaphors. First, he
said he believed not only in the
Golden Rule but in the Bronze
Rule: if someone makes you feel
bad, make them feel that way
too. He emphasized that the victim does not need to repay the
perpetrator, but rather that the
victim should make the perpetrator understand the hurt he feels.
Second, he said, "A mnan
holding a gun to your head is
more likely to get shot than you
are." He used the metaphor to
explain that victims of harassment should not let the hurt and
Harassment, Page 17

moved to dormitories with vacan-

cies, leaving the total number of
crowded students at 179. The high
crowding rate is attributed to a large
freshman admittance rate and to this
year's 80 transfer students, said
Lawrence E. Maguire, director of
housing and food services.
Until

--
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recently, transfer students

were not accounted for in the
assessment of guaranteed housing.
Last year's 198 crowded students
included the 20 transfer students
who were housed in Westgate, a
graduate dormitory. This year, no
undergraduates were housed in the
graduate dormitory system, Wisentaner said.
With no crowding, the Institute
dormitory system can house 2,614
undergraduates. It has the capability
of housing 227 students in crowded
quarters. Crowding can not be elim-

inated for financial reasons,
Maguire said. Instead, the administration attempts to keep it within a
comfortable range of about 165
crowded rooms, which it considers
to be an acceptable median.
"1 think crowding is a bad idea,"
said Eric Gravengaard '97, a Mac-

Gregor House resident living in a
crowded room. "When you start
planning to crowd every year, then
it's not really crowding. They need
to get weaned off of this idea," he
said.
The most crowded dormitory is
Burton House with 33 crowded studentso East Campus follows with 31
crowded students, Next House with
28 crowded students, and MacGregor with 27 crowded students,
according to Wisentaner.
Currently, 22 vacancies exist in
the undergraduate dormitory system: one in Bexley Hall, two in
MacGregor, five in Random Hall,
and 14 in Senior House, Wisentaner
said. Two vacancies still remain in
MacGregor, despite the 27 crowded
students there because certain students did not want to decrowd, he
explained.
There are also some spaces
available in Huntington Hall, the
Boston dormitory that MIT is leasing from the Massachusetts College
of Art to relieve overcrowding. "My
understanding of Huntington is that
there are 68 roomns with a headcount
of 52," Wisentaner said. The Office
of the Dean for Undergraduate Education and Student Affairs is in

charge of Huntington, while the

housing office jurisdiction only
encompasses the on-campus dormitories, he said. Huntington is being
subsidized by the Dean's Officer
Committee discussing options

MIT administrators, members of
a committee to search for ways to
alleviate crowding, met recently to
discuss possible revisions of the
current housing policy.
The committee includes President Charles M. Vest, Director of
Admissions Michael C. Behnke,
Maguire, Associate Director of
Planning Robert K. Kaynor, Director of Special Services Stephen D.
Immierman, and Dean for the
ODUESA Arthur C. Smith, who is
chairing the committee.
Maguire called housing a "top
priority." He said, "Much of what is
going on involves looking at current
resources. This is a big year tbr reengineering the system."
The major goals of the committee are to evaluate available
resources and to assess possibilities
for inmprovement, Maguire said.
Immediate objectives include bringing present crowding to within the
acceptable range and establishing a
long-term course of action to prevent such high crowding rates in the
future.
Although the idea of a new dormitory has come up, no definitive
plans have been announced.

(Sarah Y. Keightle) contributed
to the reporting of this story.)
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Ginsburg's Performance m 1st Week
On High Court Impressive

7

LOS ANGELES 77MES

I

WASHINGTON

in her first week as a Supreme Court justice, Ruth Bader Ginsburg
has emerged as the new star on the bench.
In one session of oral arguments after another, on subjects as
diverse as voting rights, drug paraphernalia and the Federal Mine
Safety Act, the new justice peppered competing attorneys with

Clinton Or-ders 5,300 Toops o
$omalia; Vows End inl 6 Months
One American serviceman is known
to be held by the forcesof warlord

By John M. Broder
LOSANGELES TIMES

President Clinton Thursday
ordered 5,300 new combat troops
and an aircraft carrier to Somalias"to
protect our troops and to complete
our mission," and at the same time
he announced that he would bring
all American combat forces home
by March 31.
He said the objective of the new
deployment was to give the Somalis
a reasonable prospect of survival in
conditions of near-anarchy and factionnl warfare. Regardless of the
success of the new mission, he
vowed to end the U.S. military presence in Somalia in six months.
In his first public explanation of
why American troops were in that
lawless land and when they would
be getting out, Clinton said he had
rejected calls from Congress and
elsewhere to "cut and run" from
Somalia because he believed that

Mohammed Farah Aidid, and six
others are missing from an
encounter on Sunday in which 13
U.S. soldiers were slain.
Clinton's II -minute address
from the Oval Office, which was
carried live on the four major networks at 5 p.m. EDT, came after
American television viewers were
shown film of a battered and captured airman being held in Aidid's
custody and the body of a soldier
being dragged through the dusty
streets of Mogadishu.
If the United States withdrew
immediately, the president said,
some of the other 30 nations that
have contributed to the 28,000strong U.N. peacekeeping force in
Somalia would also bail out. Chaos
would return to the ravaged East
African nation, he said, and starvation would soon resume.
Moreover, Clinton added, Arner-

both Somnali lives and American

ican resolve and its rolle in the world
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dozens of polite, but pointed questions.

She poked large holes in arguments put forth by prominent Washington lawyers. During several sessions, she clarified where the two
sides actually disagreed. And in nearly every instance, she displayed
a remarkable grasp of the law and the thick lower court record.
Ginsburg's snappy style and impressive grasp of the legal complexities stands in sharp contrast to virtually all other newcomers to the court.
Typically, rookies sit quietly on the bench, listening but adding little to
the arguments. Because of the heavy work load, most new justices say it
takes a year or more to feel comfortable during the arguments.
"She was incredible," said one lawyer who sat through three hours
of r-mi ent on Mnday in which Gin,,w -aked 4 6nqutions. "She.
was very pointed in focusing the cases. Not berating the attorneys, but
narrowing the issue. And she was totally on top of the record," he said.

Spending Bills Altered to Pave Way
For Cuts In Federal Work Force
TXE WASHIVGTON POST

WASHINGTON

Congressional appropriators, bowing to a last-minute request by
the Clinton administration, have altered 1994 spending bills to pave
the way for substantial reductions in the size of the federal work
force.
The Office of Management and Budget sought the changes late
last month as a first step toward eliminating 252,000 jobs over five
years, a key element of the administration's National Performance
Review plan.
With Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Robert C.
Byrd, D-W.Va., leading the way, House and Senate appropriators
agreed to eliminate mandated personnel levels in dozens of federal
departments and agencies - from the Farmers Home Administration
to the Indian Health Service - to make it easier to shrink the government.
lThe personnel floors were dropped from spending bills that cover
the Agriculture Department and the Food and Drug Administration;
the Labor, Education and Health and Human Services departments;
and the Treasury Department and U.S. Postal Service. Leon E. Panetta, director of the OMB, warned that unless those provisions were
eliminated, a third of the non-Defense Department civilian work
force would be exempt from reductions.
"The problem we were concerned about is having our hands tied
so that ... it would make it impossible to look at all the agencies and
departments to see where savings could be achieved, Panetta said
Thursday.
He said the administration hopes to eliminate 100,000 of the
252,000 targeted positions by fiscal 1995.

credibility were at stake.
would rightly be called into ques"We face a choice," the presi- tion.
dent said. "Do we leave when the
"Our own credibility with
job gets tough or when the job is friends .nd allies would be severely
well done? Do we invite the return damaged," he said. "Our leadership
of mass suffering or do we leave in in world affairs would be undera way that gives the Somalis a mined at the very time when people
decent chance to survive?"
are looking to America to help proClinton argued that the United mote peace and freedom in the postStates had an obligation to try to Cold War world. And all around the
complete a humanitarian effort world, aggressors, thugs and terrorbegun 10 months ago. "We started ists will conclude that the best way
this mission for the right reasons to get us to change our policies is to
and we're going to finish it in the kill our people. It would be open
right way," Clinton said.
season on Americans."
He also said he would not withTwelve U.S. soldiers were killed
draw now with American soldiers in and 78 wounded in a failed raid on a
Somali hands or listed as missing. meeting of Aidid loyalists in
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U.S. casualties S.
A U.N. ci ivilian spokesman in
Mogadishu saaid that non-essential
U.N. staff wer re being flown out of
Mogadishu to i Nairobi in neighboring Kenya. He E said he did not know
how many peoople were being evacuated.
Clinton sa aid he was ordering
1,700 combat 1troops to reinforce the
roughly 5,300t troops now serving on
the ground in ' Somalia. Beyond that,
he said he wa as dispatching 3.,600
Marines to be E,stationed offshore.
An additic tonal 104 tanks and
armored persoDnnel carriers will be
shipped to proovide greater protection for ground d forces, Clinton said.
He also ordere d an aircraft carrier to
take up positio ,n in the Indian Ocean
off the Somali li coast to provide air
cover for militatary operations.
"This past week's
m
events make it
clear that eve en as we prepare to
withdraw frol m Somalia, we need
more strength Lthere," Clinton said.
"We need mo )re armor, more airpower, to ensu ire that our people are
safe and that wve can do our job." He
stressed that thiey would all be under
U.S.-not U.I N. - command.

U.N. Offcials Mis judged
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OAidid Mill'tia, Armaments

FDA Takes Action to Cut
Number of Birth Defets

By Keith B. Richburg
THlE WA SHINGTONPOST
NAIROBI,

KENYA

As two more American soldiers
died from fighting in Somalia,
senior U.S. and U.N. officials in
Mogadishu acknowledged Thursday
that they may have vastly underestimated the size of Mohamed Farrah
Aidid's militia and the amount of
heavy weapons at his disposal.
An Army Ranger was killed in a
mortar attack against the Rangers'
encampment atMogadishu's airport
Wednesday night, U.S. spokesmen
said Thursday, and 12 other U.S.
soldiers were wounded, four of
them seriously enough to require
evacuation to Germany. Two mortar
rounds were fired into the airport
from about a mile away, officials

THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

The Food and Drug Administration took action Thursday to cut
the number of birth defects in America through flour power.
The agency published new regulations that require makers of
grains and breads labeled "enriched" to add folic acid, a chemical that
has been linked to reduction in birth defects, to their products.
The regulations also allow food companies and manufacturers of
vitamins and other dietary supplements for the first time to tout the
benefifcial effects of folic acid on product labels and in advertising.
Since 1991, scientific studies have shown a link between taking .4
milligrams of folic acid a day and a reduction in neural tube defects.
These devastating abnormalities include spina bifida (an imperfect
closure of the spinal column, which often leads to brain damage and
paralyis) and anencephaly (little or no brain tissue).

said.

WEATHER
Changes Ahead
By Michael Morgan
STAFF METEOROLO ;!ST

Asubtropical cyclone with copious moisture will be moving
north-northeast along the East Coast the next 36 hours. At the same
time, a cold front located in central New England will drop southward. The interaction between these system spells unsettled weather
for at least half of the weekend. The cyclone should arrive firstbringing with it, moderate to heavy rains early Saturday. The cold
front should arrive early Saturday evening - with it a few showers
and thunderstorms. Cooler. drier weather is anticipated for the following days.
Today: Becoming partly cloudy. High 73°F (22°C).
Tonight: Clouding up. Showers arriving. Low 60°F(15°C).
Tomorrow: Rain, possibly heavy at times early, then cloudy,
muggy, and mild. Showers redeveloping toward late afternoon. High
67-71 °F (I 9-22°C). Low 50°F(1 °C).
Sunday: Partly sunny and cooler. Highs around 60°F (16°C).
Low 43°F (6°C).
--

;unday night, and one
Mogadishu Su
of the woundeled died Thursday in a
U.S. miltary hospital in Germany.
In a separate incident Wednesday
night, one soldIdier was killed and 14
wounded whhen a mortar shell
slammed into) a U.S. encampment
near the Moga adishu airport.
Mortar ar nd rocket-propelled
grenade attack:s on U.N. positions in
southern Mog gadish.u have become
an almost nigl,htly occurrence in the
past few monnths, but Thursday's
incident was the first to result in

i

Meanwhile, an American soldier
wounded in Sunday's fierce battle
between U.S. troops and Somali
gunmen died Thursday at an army
hospital in Germany, raising the
American death toll from thatclash
to at least 13. Five other soldiers
were believed missing, and one soldier was being held prisoner.
The size and ferocity of the latest
Somali attacks have prompted U.S.
and U.N. officials to reconsider
their estimates about the size of
Aidid's force, the depth of his support among the civilian population
and the amount and caliber of
weapons in the warlord's arsenal.
"it may be that our estimates
may have been low," retired U.S.
Adm. Jonathan T. Howe, the chief
U.N. envoy in Somalia, said in a
telephone interview Thursday.
"Recently, I think we have seen he's
using more people. He certainly has
brought more guns and heavy
weaponry into the equation."
A topU.N. official said ~u.thqri-

ties believe Aidid has been receiving new shipments of large-caliber
weapons that have been arriving in
Mogadishu overland from Ethiopia.
Authorities also believe Aidid has
been recruiting more fighters from
his home base in Somalia's central
region.

The official said the United
Nations so far has been unable to
stem the arms flow into Mogadishu,
despite the presence of more than
28,000 U.N. troops in the country
and a major disarmament campaign
that was supposed to have stripped
Aidid of most of his heavy
weapons. The new weapons coming
into the city include recoilless rifles
such as the kind used to destroy a
Pakistani tank in an ambush on
Sept. 9.
"There's more stuff that's come
in over time," the official said.
"There's some weak points in our
network. Like the recoilless rifles;
we hadn't seen those before."
French military officials, who
are responsible for controlling the
area from the Ethiopian border
through the town of Baidoa and into
Mogadishu, said in interviews last
month in Baidoa that they were
aware that fresh arms shipments
were moving through French-controlled territory toward the capital.
But with only 3,000 troops from
France, Morocco, Zimbabwe and
Botswana trying to secure a vast
chunk of territory, the French commanders said all they can manage to
do is police the main highways.
"We can't control the camel roads,"
said Capt. Phillipe Banse, a French
army officer in Baidoa.
In addition to Aidid's ability to
get new weapons into Mogadishu,
U.S. and U.N. officials also
acknowledged that the size of his
militia may be much larger than the

200 to 300that they first estimated.
U.S.officials also said they have
been surprised by Aidid's ability
and willingness to commit large
numbers ofhis gunmen to battles
and by the tenacity of his guerrillas,
who stand their ground and fight
even when facing the technologicallysuperior U.N. forces.
In June, when American AC- 130
Spectre gunships first demolished
Aidid's command headquarters in
Mogadishu and sent the warlord
underground as a fugitive, American and U.N. officials were predicting confidently that Aidid's support

was minimal. Those U.S. gunships
were aMso supposed to have
destroyed all of Aidid's weapons
depots inthe city, stripping him of
his heavy weapons.
Officials acknowledge now that
Aidid and his militia probably had a
lot more hidden stockpiles around
the city than they had initially
believed.

The bloodshed from Sunday's
attack, which began when twoU.S.
Black Hawk helicopters were shot
down over Aidid's stronghold in the
Bakara market area of Mogadishu,
also has prompted U.S.officials to
reconsider the tactic that had been
considered the best way toarrest
Aidid ina hostile urban setting:
Army Rangers rapelling down ropes
from helicopters for a quick grab.
"Anytime you suffer losses, you
re-evaluate your tactics,"Howe
said. "A helicopter, when youput it
down in the midst of heavy RPG
(rocket-propelled grenade) fire, is
not totally invulnerable."
One Black Hawk pilot, Chief
Warrant Officer Michael J.Durant,
was being held hostage by Aidid's
militia following Sunday's battle,
and an estimated five U.S.soldiers
were missing inaction.
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Yeltsin Suspends Top Court
By Peter iiaass
THE WASHINGTON POST
.
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MOSCOW
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President Boris Yeltsin Thursday
suspended Russia's Constitutional
Court, saying it had pushed the
country to the brink of civil war,
and his campaign to win more direct
control outside Moscow moved
ahead as key regional councils
began discussing his demand that
they disband.
Yeltsin's decree said that the
court had "turned into a weapon in
the political battle, which was especially dangerous for the state."
Thursday's events, which included the surrender of an alleged ringleader of this week's failed uprising,
bolster Yeltsin's effort to consolidate his power and deprive the hardline opposition of a chance to
bounce back. But with the national
parliament disbanded and regional
councils in limbo, Yeltsin's dissolution of the country's highest court
has left virtually no checks to his
rule, at least until after parliamentary elections, scheduled for Dec.
12.
Interior Minister Viktor Yerin
said Thursday that of the 1,338 people arrested since the rebellion
began, just over 200 remain in jail.
He said only one member of parlia-

ment - Chairmnan Kuslan Khasbulatov - is still behind bars. Yeltsin
Thursday awarded Yerin the title of
Hero of the Russian Federation for
his role in helping crush the uprising.

Thursday was observed as the
official day of mourning for victims
of the uprising -- the death toll was
II

raised to a provisional 193 - and
soldiers and police voiced emotional

support for the government during
burial ceremonies for 17 of their
slain colleagues. Deep bitterness
against the uprising's ringleaders -

I

Russia to the brink of civil war,"
stated the decree, which suspended

LOS ANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTON

I

House Minority Whip Newt Giingrich, R-Ga., displaying the confrontational style that delights many
of his party colleagues and infuriates many Democrats, claimed
Thursday that he has the votes to
succeed retiring Rep. Robert H.
Michel, R-ll., as House minority
leader.
Gingrich, backed by more than
60 Republicans who chanted "Newt,
Newt," as he declared his candidacy, used the occasion to denounce
President Clinton and Secretary of

By Rone Tempest
LOS ANGELES TIMES
HONG KONG

A showdown between Britain
and China over democratic electoral
reforms here was averted -or at
least delayed - as Gov. Chris Patten called Wednesday for continued
negotiations before China assumes
control of this British colony in
1997,
Patten, former chairman of the
Conservative Party in Britain,
enraged the Chinese government
last October in his first policy
speech as governor when he called
for an increase in directly elected
representatives on the Hong Kong
Legislative Council.
Some supporters of democracy
here hoped Patten would use the
occasion of his annual address
before the council Wednesday to
announce his intention to go ahead
with the reforms without China's
approval.
But after a year in which he was
the focus of venomous attacks by
Chinese officials, who have
described him as a "prostitute," the
Hong Kong governor avoided a
direct confrontation. '

He said he hopes for a settlement
before November, when he plans to
travel to London to brief British
Prime Minister John Major on the
status of talks between the two governments.
Privately, however, officials said
talks were at a dead end after 12
rounds, with little hope for resolution.
In his address Wednesday, Patten confirmed published reports that
British negotiators have offered the
Chinese two major compromises, in
orne case cutting democratic representation at a district level by two-

thirds.
But he said the British have
received no offers in return from the
other side.
"Alas, we have still not succeeded in convincing Chinese officials
that Hong Kong's extraordinarily
modest aspirations for political
development are legitimate," Patten
said in his address, delivered in the
boxy, wood-paneled chamber of the
Victorian-era Legislative Council
building, surrounded by the gleaming banks and office towers of the
island's central district.
In 199,0, etijng said it would
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White House Forms Interagency
Panel to Study Violence
WASHINGTON

Looking for ways to stop Americans from attacking one another,
Clinton administration officials said Thursday they are beginning a
Ii far-ranging study that will include consideration of more gun control
laws and the role of violence on television.
Child abuse, abuse of the elderly, racial and ethnic violence and
sexual assault are other areas that will be studied by an interagency
group, the existence of which came to light during a meeting between
U.S. Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders and news reporters.
Commenting on a variety of public health issues, Elders delivered
a warning to Congress about eliminating insurance coverage for abortions from President Clinton's health care reform plan. She said
women "should make sure they never forgot" who voted to eliminate
the coverage, which is one of the most controversial features of the
plan.

I

"I would hope that our policy-makers would not be so narrowminded as to deny a complete range of reproductive health services in
our health care reform plan for all women," said Elders, in her first
evtrne;va menetirng with retetrt sineP hb,;ng confirmed hy the Senate
Sept. 7.
Administration officials said the mission of the interagency group
on violence is "to look broadly at the question of violence" and
develop "suggestions for immediate action" and for the long run, said I
Peter Edelman, counsel to Health and Hurnan Services Socretary
Donna Shalala.

Excited Students Greet Milken's
Debut As Pro.essor
LOS ANGELES TIMES

LOS ANGELES

Forget the jail time, the savings and loan crisis and the toupee.
Formerjunk bond king Michael Milken made his debut as a professor
this week, and his students were, well, totally psyched.
Few at the University of California, Los Angeles, could cite the
securities fraud charges for which Milken was imprisoned, but nearly
all of them seemed to know about the other side of the balance sheet.
As Michael Seery put it, "He made $550 million in one year. It blows
your mnind."
Mi6e es;~,b
.....n ,ihaot ml,,-h he t-,e less, nnw. LcT
ikilng
at home behind the professor's lectern than his old X-shaped desk (he
had some trouble with the overhead projector), Milken nonetheless
held the 60 MBA students rapt during a three-hour session complete
with props, charts and a drawing exercise that he once used to motivate the sales force at Drexel Burnham Lambert in the 1970s.
"He's the best finance guy since J.P. Morgan," said second-year
student Jeff Stargardter during a break. "This is a great opportunity."
The faculty at the John E. Anderson Graduate School of Management was ambivalent at first when the former Wall Street wunderkind
began discussing the possibility of teaching with the administration
shortly after he was released from federal prison in January.
But after a protracted review process, associate dean Carol Scott
says, the faculty decided the value of Milken's experience out-

Defense Les Aspin for what he said
The election is 14 months away
is a failed policy in Somalia.
and the electorate that will choose a
"The commander-in-chief has an new leader could be changed by the
obligation to be militarily compe- number of Republican retirements,
tent," Gingrich said, implying that defeats of incumbents and GOP vicClinton does not measure up.
tories by candidates running against
The 50-year-old Georgia law- Democrats in 1994.
maker, who barely survived re-elecAt issue will be whether House
tion challenges to his congressional Republicans want to promote Ginseat in 1990 and 1992, said he has grich or turn to a more pragmatic
solid pledges of support tfrom 106 of conservative such as Geraid
the 175 Republicans in the House Solomon, R-N.Y., as chief strategist
Congress and expects to get more and spokesman for the GOP minoribefore the intraparty contest in ty in the House. Solomon, a friend
December 1994. To win, he needs of Michel, has announced that he
the votes of a majority of Republi- will run against Gingrich for the
cans casting ballots.
leadership post.

Showdown Over Future of Hong
Kong Delated by Governor

ma

THE BALZIMORE SUN

Gingtich to, Suceed Miichel as
Minority Leader in the House
By William J. Eaton

.

_

By John FPalhall

the 13-juadge court until the country

has a new constitution. "But when
fired vice president Alexander Rut- the risk of civil war grew real, the
skoi and Khasbulatov -burst out at court did nothing."
the funeral of one policeman.
Zorkin frequently attacked
"They killed innocent people," Yeltsin and energetically supported
said Police Maj. Vitali Kiko, as he Rutskoi and Khasbulatov, who surwatched gravediggers shovel dirt rendered to police Monday as the
onto his lieultenant's pine coffin. "If uprising was crushed. In its waning
I could, I would shoot them on hours, Rutskoi made a frantic call to
sight."
Zorkin from the battered parliament
The funeral was an uneasy mix- and pleaded with him to use whatture of tears and fears. As it ended, ever influence he had to stop govMaria Marvin, mother of the dead ernment forces from shelling the
lieutenant, was carried away on a building.
stretcher after hours of sobbing at
The Constitutional Court did not
her son's open coffin. "Sasha, have the power to enforce its deciSasha, say something to me, any- sions but its attempts to limit
thing, before you leave forever," she Yeltsin's power increased confusion
cried out at one point.
in Russia, Yeltsin supporters conBefore tihe lieutenant was buried, tend.
with his police hat nailed to the cofThe confusion, in turn, helped
fin cover, paramilitary sharpshooters strengthen the hand of regional
scanned nearby buildings, worried councils that largely opposed
that fugitive participants in the Yeltsin's efforts to speed up privatiuprising might try to disrupt the zation and democratic reforms.
rites.
In his first speech since the
The Constitutional Court, uprising collapsed, Yeltsin said
chaired until Wednesday by Valery Wednesday night that the regional
Zorkin, a political opponent of councils should disband themselves.
Yeltsin, had opposed many of the Most of the councils, called soviets,
president's key decrees. Zorkin are controlled by Soviet-era apparesigned the chairmanship under ratchiks, and although they do not
pressure but did not give up his seat want to comply with Yeltsin's
on the court.
demand, they may fear that the kind
Observers speculated that of force used in Moscow could be
Zorkin's semi -surrender might be used against them.
enough to save the court, but
Thursday night, Russian televiYeltsin's decree tonight indicates sion reported that the councils in St.
the president wants to undertake a Petersburg, Archangel, Krasnodar
complete housecleaning- and and Saratov, among other locations,
feels powerful enough to do it.
had begun holding discussions on
"Twice in 1993 the court, disbanding.
through its hasty actions, pushed

w

weighed any potential controversy. Whet, the course was listed, it

quickly became the toughest ticket on campus.
"We're not putting him up there as a role model of any sort," said
Scott, who is also faculty chairwoman. "What Milken did in the

whole junk bond period really did change the face of corporate
America, and I don't think there is any more dramatic way of learning about history than having one of its central participants there."

Jordan Announces Retirement,
Leaves Door Open for Comeback
LOS ANGELES TIMES

I

accept direct election of 20 of 60
members of the Legislative Council.
The first direct elections were held
in 1991 when 18 members were
directly elected.
But Patten's reforms called for
the election of the majority of the
council's members in elections
scheduled for 1995. Such a format
would allow what Patten describes
as a "through train," in which elected members would have two years
of their terms remaining when
China takes over.
Some critics, however, accuse
the British of using Patten to make a
last-minute grandstand play to avoid
the impression that they are abandoning Hong Kong. Even some supporters of democratic reform join in
this cynical view of the departing
British.
"What Patten has offered is only
a drop of democracy," said Emily
Lau, an outspoken elected member
of the council who supports Hong
Kong independence from China.
"Whatever the British are doing is
to save face. I don't understand why
it is that Patten has been lionized in
the Western press as a champion of
freedom ahd democ'racy." '-"
L

--

CHICAGO

Michael Jordan, saying "the desire is just not there any more,"
announced his retirement from the National Basketball Association
Wednesday, leaving basketball without its most well-known player.
Or did he?
Jordan's announcement was unemotional. It also didn't have an
unequivocal stamp of finality.
Most of his employers and teammates were in attendance at the
40-minute news conference broadcast live nationwide from the
team's practice facility in suburban Deerfield, as was Jordan's wife,
Juanita, and NBA officials including Commissioner David Stern.
They heard Jordan, a seven-time NBA scoring champion, say.
"I've always stressed to people that when I lose the sense of motiva-

tion, it's time for me to move on. I've reached the pinnacle and I've
achieved a lot in a short period, I don't have anything else to prove.
"Everyone wants to know if my father's death has anything to do
with this. Well, I was kind of leaning in this direction before, and he
knew this. So it didn't alter my decision, but in some ways it made it
simpler. What my father's death made me realize is how short life is,
and how it can be taken from you in a minute.
"It's time for me to be a little unselfish and spend some time with
my family -to get back to a normal life, or as close to it as Ican."
But, still, Jordan would not slam the door on a future comeback.
"If I do decide to come back a year from now or whatever, that's
entirely up to me,"' Jordan said.
"Five years down the line, if the urge is there, if the Bulls wouldt

have me back, if David Stem would let me back, I may just come
back. Who knows? That's an option that will never close."
Although Jordan appears serious about quitting basketball because
he has nothing left to prove, one high-ranking official of the Bulls
told the Los Angeles Times: "In my heart, all I think Michael wants
is a year to himself.
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R/O Rite of Passage
Should Not Be Changed
Again, this year brings forth calls to
change the current residence selection
process. I wish to argue that the present system works very well, but this is not clear until
you examine what the real purpose of Residence and Orientation Week is.
R/O Week is a "rite of passage." It marks
the transition in the new student's life from
one status to another. And like many other
rites of passage, it contains, in miniature, performances of the essential acts of his new status. These miniatures are both symbolic of
the person's new status, and a first lesson of
how to perform in his new status, done in a
symbolic arena where the adverse consequences of real failure are eliminated.
The central feature of residence selection
is that the student is required to select his new
living situation very quickly, in the face of a
flood of information that is nevertheless inadequate for accurate judgment, under intense
pressure, with the assistance of dubious
advice from many sources. The choice of residence is treated as very important, but really
isn't nearly as important as its made out to be.
The essential skills for surviving R/O Week
are careful allocation of time and effort, filtering the essential information from a mountain
of noise, comparing sources of advice, and
making adequate choices in the fact of uncertainty. In short, it is a microcosm of what the
student will have to do for his entire MIT
career, and most likely, long beyond it.
RJO Week is a rite of passage for entering
MIT, and provides a valuable introduction to
what MIT is like. For this reason, I oppose
changing the current residence selection
process.
Dale R. Worley

Laptops tor Facuity is
Egregious Waste
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This means that not only do the first three
articles that appeared on the front page of the
groups
pay the bulk of moneys received under
Oct. 6 Tech Talk. In a remarkably inauspithe "overhead" fee structure, but they must
cious example of page layout, "Two Schools'
Faculties to Get Laptops," was placed adja- also pay for their own computers (out of their
own pockets, in many cases). This is perhaps
cent to "I993 Deficit Tops Projection."
In a time of tight resources, in which MIT is less than equitable treatment.
As for the arguments about electronic
running a deficit and people with long years of
service are being laid off, how can we possibly mail, I shan't waste more than a few keyjustify giving laptop computers to faculty mem- strokes on them. These people are just as
bers who are in all likelihood paid in excess of capable of going to an Athena cluster as any$30,000 a year? If these people feel the pressing one else on campus.
In short, I feel that this whole idea is illneed for a computer to facilitate their work,
they certainly have the resources with which to conceived. To lower tuition; to reduce the
purchase one. If they feel no such need, why budget deficit; to fire fewer people - all of
these are better uses for the thousands of dolwaste MIT funds on a useless gift?
After talking with a number of people, I've lars you're investing in this project. I fear that
compiled a short list of arguments for the expenses like this give the John Dingels of the
computers. None are particularly convincing world their ammunition.
Ross Levinsky
to me. In the interest of space I'll keep my
objections brief.
1. Faculty members' time is very expensive, so anything MIT can give them to
enhance their productivity is a potential
money-saver.
I appreciate the thoroughness of the article
Why don't we apply this standard to all
members of the MIT community? If, for you ran about our project/experiment disexample, a particular person makes three cussing personal newspapers via electronic
times as much as I do (not a bad estimate) and mail ["Freshman Seminar Develops Electronhis or her productivity will double with a ic Newspapers," Oct. 5]. As a result of your
computer, but my productivity will be article, I have received inquiries on how to
enhanced by a factor of seven if I'm given a access the project's news service. I would
computer. . . isn't it in MIT's interest to give like to offer some clarifications:
* Although the project is call the Freshman
me one?
2. These faculty members have the Newspaper Project, it is open to all users of
"unique" need to use a computer in libraries Athena.
· To access the system on an Athena X
and at conferences.
I can get much more work done at home or workstation, you need to type "add sipb" and
in the library than I can in my overcrowded, then you can nm the xmosaic program by typnoisy, dirty, windowless office with a raccoon ing "xmosaic." You will find the project listmucking about in the drop-down ceiling ed as the "Freshman Fishwrap" towards the
(true!). Yet, I'm not paid enough to buy a suit- end of SIPB's main Xmosaic page near The
able laptop. Should MIT buy me a computer, Tech listing.
e We will be offering some news feature
given my "unique" need to woe, away from
my office? Are my needs different than the services that are not offered anywhere else onlaculty m11emnberf who wants t tak lies n:,
Umc I lin e at Athena w-'le-we are c....tin. '
library or at a conference?
personalized news service. We hope readers
3. Science/engineering/business faculty will find them informative and entertaining.
bring in research funds, and can afford to buy
· We will not be collecting any informatheir own computers. Humanities faculty gen- tion about individuals unless they have explicerally don't have this ability, so why not give itly consented to be part of this experiment.
them computers?
e At present we are experiencing some
e
g
technical difficulties. This means that portions of the system are coming on-line later
than we expected. Status of the system message will be visible to all users of our system.
If anyone has problems with the system
they can send mail to fishwrap(media
.mit.edu, or directly to me, at lacsap
kmedia.mit.edu.
Pascal Chesnais
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Christopher Doerr G, Pawan Sinha G,
Mark Hurst '94, Cherry Ogata '94, Steve
Hwang '95.

E

A news notice in the Oct. I issue
misstated the lottery policy for Talbot
House. Groups who have gone to Talbot House recently will not have it
counted against them. Groups who
have not visited recently will not have
it in their favor.
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Associate Advertising Manager: Pradeep
Sreekanthan '95; Accounts Manager:
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In a story about campus crime
["Camnpus Crime Rates Drop Slightly
in '93," Oct. 1], the number of serious
crimes committed in the first half of
1992 was omitted. Ten serious crimes
were reported to the Campus Police
between January and June 1992; eight
were reported during the same period
this year.
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Commercial Intervention Imperils Scientific Process
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Column by Danliel Stevenson

Even if the experiment had failed it still would

COL UMNIST

have provided valuable data.

When the divergent worlds of commerce
and science mix, the outcome can be a stunning success or a miserable sham. Examples
of the former include the Media Laboratory,
where the corporate world provides funding
for a state-of-the-art research lab, and industrial laboratories like the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center or AT&T Bell Laboratories.
But sometimes the corporate environment's
meddling proves to be disastrous and counterproductive to the advancement of science, as
in the much publicized Biosphere II project.
In this period of rethinking the role of science
in society, we must take care to ensure the
survival of the scientific process amid commercially driven politics.
The Biosphere II project involved the creation of a 3.1 acre self-sustaining environment
for eight humans in a compound representing
the various ecospheres of the Earth, the original biosphnere. The project was funded by a
private consortium called Space Biosphere
Ventures. The initial phase, which lasted for
two years, ended on Sept. 26 with the eight
team members emerging from seclusion.
At its conception, the project had noble
intentions. Possible uses of the technological
developments were widespread, from planning space colonies to optimizing the use of
natural resources and improving recycling. Of
particular emphasis at the beginning of the
project was the goal of creating a wholly selfreliant, self-contained large scale ecosystem.

The project's noble image began to sour
when allegations arose over tampering with
the ecosystena. Project managers initially
refused to comment, and later admitted to
smuggling in supplies and oxygen. One
human subject had to receive medical treatment outside of the project. With controversy
growing about the program's scientific validity, the panel of scientists monitoring the program resigned as a group last January. Amid
sales of T-shirts and guided tours, it became
increasingly obvious that the scientific process
was being re-routed for corporate gains. The
ecological and environmental goals of the project, potentially invaluable to the scientific
world, were pushed to the back burner as
commercial interests took precedent.
Now that the experiment is officially
over. project managers are touting the
important observations made about longterm human behavioral dynamics in an
enclosed environment, while ignoring the
fact that the original scientific goals were
sidestepped. Regardless of any human
behavior observations, the problems of quarreling and the doubtlessly useful question of
the notorious "banana thief' should not be
considered more important than the initial
ecological goals. Human behavior could
have easily been observed in an experiment
without a multi-million dollar compound of
ecosystems. Priorities were reshuffled
according to the results of the experiment.

breaking a cardinal rule of the necessarily
impartial scientific process.
As government funding for science
decreases in tight economic times, scientists
must look for new sources to pay for research.

Corporate America has always been ready to
fund scientific development, but special care
should be taken to avoid fiascoes like Biosphere 11 and to promote the healthy interaction
of the realms of business and science.
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The Age of Innocence

The film version of Edith Wharton's novel
homes in on of the conflict felt by Newland
Archer (Daniel Day-Lewis), who must balance the rigid social code of 1870s New York
and his passion for Ellen Olenska (Michelle
Pfeiffer), his fiancee's independent and intellectual sister. Despite the Victorian setting,
this is obviously the work of director Martin
Scorsese, who specializes in movies about
people's struggles to make decisions. The
directing is meticulous and the sense of
authenticity is impressive. The chemistry
between Day-Lewis and Pfeiffer is also powerfiul, but the camera focuses on the internal
struggles of the two and thankfully avoids the
torrid sex scene typical of Hollywood movies.
-Craig K. Chang. Loews Nickelodeon
*'-** Cool Running
Based on the true story of 1988 Jamaican
Bobsled Team, the film is actually quite
enjoyable despite its overused themes. Starring Leon (remember Madonna's "Like a
Prayer" video?), Doug E. Doug, and John
Candy, the film follows four Jamaican athletes

0wdf"gI's-

SIMIMI
- --

Mitch Leary, an ex-CIA killer obsessed with
presidential assassins. Leary torments Horrigan with phone calls mocking Horrigan's
inability - or unwillingness - to sacrifice
himself for Kennedy, and leads the Secret Service on a cross-country chase, always several
steps ahead of the game. The script is impressively tight for one not based on a book, and
Eastwood and Malkovich both give over-thetop performnances. If only Rene Russo's Secret
Service agent had more to do than be a foil for
Horrigan's sexist remarks and later, be his love

herd of grazers that stampede across a field as
Neill and two children run for cover. It's good
to see Neill, a talented actor and star of many
British and Australian films (including My
Brilliant Career)and Dern, who finally started to get plum roles after her success in Ram-

interest. -- DAL. Loews Copley Place

r*1/Malice
A clever, but underdeveloped plot dooms
Malice to mediocrity. The movie centers
around an egocentric, young doctor with a
God complex (Alec Baldwin). The doctor
saves the life of a college student who is
raped; then he rents a room from one of the
college's deans (Bill Pullman) and his wife
(Nicole Kidman). But what starts out as a
thriller about a killer on a college campus,
ends up as a confusing story with a plot line
that has more twists than a bag of pretzels.
Kidman and Baldwin act well, but Pullman is
both dull and boring. Malice also suffers from
the Hollywood syndrome of unnecessary vio-

*** Jurassic Park
Michael Crichton's dinosaur epic translates well to the big screen (not surprising
given that the book read like a screenplay),
and Steven Spielberg does a good job in metamorphizing the dinosaurs from harmless cutesies to malevolent predators. Despite fine acting from Sam Neill and Laura Dern as an
archaeologist and his paleobotanist girlfriend,
the dinosaurs, both animatronic and computergenerated, are clearly meant to be the stars of
the film. Most realistic of the menagerie is the
sick triceratops lolling on her side; least, the

bling Rose, get the exposure they so richly

deserve. Jurassic Park isn't stellar filmmaking, but its individual elements add up to
make it a whirlwind, entertaining ride.
-DAL. Loews Charles

__

,

lence and pointless sex. Neither help the plot
any, and often they are completely out of
character. As a thriller, this movie fails miserably. As a mystery, it fails too. I don't think
anyone can be expected to come close to figuring this movie out. -Patrick Mahoney.
Loews Cheri
r***Manhattan Murder Mystery
Woody Allen's latest tale of angst-ridden
New York intellectuals tells the story of a
mild-mannered book editor (Allen) and his
energetic but bored wife (Diane Keaton) as
they become involved in solving an alleged
murder case. As in any Allen film, sexual tensions complement the action, with old friend
Ted (Alan Alda) coming on to Keaton's character, and sexpot author Marcia (Anjelica
Huston) setting her sights on Allen. The result
is $6.75 worth of stakeouts, soulful stares,
sexual stress, and silliness. ManhattanMurder
Mystery may center upon a rather bland murder plot, but it also provides a tight script, savagely spastic Allen performances, and the
excellent supporting cast audiences have
come to expect from an Allen film.
-- Matthew H. Hersch. Loews Cheri

andu their coach on an adventure from a sunny

I

island to the Calgary Winter Olympics. The
underdog story has its own unique scenario,
and manages to pass as a sweet mixture of
comedy and heart. -- CKC. Loews Coplev
h***1/: The Fugitive
The ultimate chase movie begins with the
ultimate special effect- a train and bus
wreck staged not with miniatures, but with the
real thing. The wreck frees Dr. Richard Kimble (Harrison Ford), wrongfully convicted of
murder, from the bus transporting him to
prison, setting up a two-hour chase between
Ford and his pursuer, the dedicated federal
marshal Sam Gerard (Tommy Lee Jones).
Ford is the big name star, and though he gives
a great performance, Jones gets all the good
lines. His single-minded devotion to upholding the law makes him, in a strange way, a
more interesting character than intelligent nice
guy Kimble. "I didn't kill my wife," insists
Kimble, trapped in a drainage pipe; "I don't
care," replies Gerard, and attempts to bring in
his suspect. The Fugitive is an exciting movie,
and a well-paced one, too, as Kimble's
escapes grow ever more narrow and improbable, eventually leading up to a taut climax and
a satisfying ending. For once, the hype was
worth the wait.--Deborah A. Levinson.
Loews Cheri
***'i/2 In the Line of Fire

Clint Eastwood fllows up Unforgiven with
this gripping thriller about a Secret Service
agent tracking a psycho stalking the president.
Eastwood, crusty as ever, plays Frank Horrigan, ostensibly the last active agent present at
the Kennedy assassination. John' Malkovich
brings incredible creepiness to the character of

WNith a down-and-out ex-champion slider named Irv g(John Candy) as their coach, an unlikely team of Janmaican bobsledders Including Sanka Coffie (Doug E. Doug), Yul Brenner (Malik Yoba), Junior Bevii (Rawle D. Lewis), adn Derice Bannock (Leon), set out to
compete in the Olympics and wind up intemational heroes in Cool Runnings.
-1
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SO YOU'RE GOOD INMATH

"MR. SEMBENE' S FILM HAS
NTELLECTUAL POWER AND
... DRAMATIC FORCE."
-CARYN

If you have a strong math aptitude and a business orientation, (math major not
required) the actuarial profession offers unlimited career potential.

.JAMES. THE NEW YORK TIMES

The Equitable, a financial giant, is one of the nation's largest life insurance
companies. As a member of our Actuarial Development Program, your skills
will develop through a series of varied job assignments and continued formal
education.
A unique work-study summerinternship is also available. (Housing will be
provided for interested students.)
ll

To learn more come to our presentation on October 14 at 4:30 p.m. in Room
310 of the Harvard Science Center.

TONIGHT! Friday, Oct. 8, 7pm
Bartos Theater, Wiesner Bldg. (E15) FREE

Denis W. Loring SM '71, FSA
Senior Vice President

Next contemporary African film:
Sunday, Oct. 10, 7pm in Bartos: Faces of Women

Presented by the Office for the Arts at MIT in
conjunction with the 1993 Wasserman Forum on
Contemporary Art (Thursday, Oct. 14, 7:30pm,
Bartos)..

EQUITABLE
787 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019
Equal Opportunity Employer -. .
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Come to Microsoft and your f
will flourish. You'll have opportunities to reach your full potential. A
chance to make a real M
p

Ia

%

0 Q Not in five

years. Not in one year. But right from day one. It's all part of respecting ourpeople. You come in with credibility and we expect you to build on that. So
talk to Microsoft, for a chance to woik on W

products and
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every opportunity to go as far as your talent takes you.
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SWE Career Fair
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DuPont Gymnasiiutm
Saturday, October 23, 1993,

1:00am-4:00pm
iF

Full-time interviews on November 5, 1993
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Indicate your top 3 industry
preferences on the back of
your resume. Be as specific as
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Minority MBA 1st- and 2nd-year students! Meet and Interview
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Saturday, November 13, 1993
The Meridien Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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You can't? That' because tvhee at-en 't arty.
PCSIemtployees standout in a crowd. They
aresuperiorintheirfield. They don'tfollow
the tnasses, they lead them. Ifyou're thattype
ofindividual,then you, too, will stand out with
our talented eam that s developitng and implementing the l/atest techniques in telecommunica;ions. Since ourfoandingsix years ago, Pacific
CommunicationSciences, Inc., has achieved
promilencein a aide variety of areas related
to the technologies of communicatingboth
human speech andcomputer data in the tnost
efficient Wys possible.
PCSI'semployees and technology help to develop an entirom;t$lt that isfast-paced,dynamic

and stimulatitg. Plus, we're locatedin San
Diego, one of Southern Californias tnost beau-

tifulandliveable cities, offering many different
culturalactivitiesto choosefromn

anda cihmate

that is seconlto none.
We are lookingf or ard to tmeeting EE' and
CS's at all egree l/v'els rfho considerthemselves teceptionaltoo. PCSI represelnativcE
l be on campus Tuesday, October 19 to discuss existing andfuturecareeropportttities
rqces
se
, thyou. Check with yourcareer
office to make an appoitmmnt and then declZe
for yourself i/you'd like to workalong side the
best in the industry. Equal Opportunity
Employer/Snioke- FreeEnvirontnent.
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MeHugh Said that Raustein Impaled Self on Blade
McHugh, from Page 1
sex Assistant District Attorney John

W. McEvoy Jr. detailed this series
of events and added that McHugh
stabbed Raustein with a 7.5-inch
swihb!zade, whichf cut two fibs "-d
plunged 4 inches into his heart.
Campus Police officers unsuccessfully tried to resuscitate
Raustein using CPR. He was pro-

nounced dead at the Massachusetts
General Hospital at 10:05 p.m.
The assailants fled across the

Harvard Bridge to Kenmore Square,
where they were arrested by Boston
University Police around 10:15 p.m.
The three youths were later indicted
for murder and armed robbery.
Fredheim and Velez testify
Fredheitm testified in court on
Tue.qdiay, der.eribino hcow he anCd

Raustein were approached by
McHugh and the two others, according to The Boston Globe. He said
that he did not see who stabbed
Raustein. Fredheim said Donovan
punched Raustein, bringing him to
his knees. He then "heard a click"
come from McHugh and saw him
holding a knife. Velez took Fredheim's wallet before the three of
them ran away, Fredheim said. He
then saw his friend on his knees,
bleeding and clutching his chest. He
used his hands to try to stop the
bleeding frorm Raustein's chest, he
said.
Velez testified on Wednesday
that after McHugh stabbed
Raustein, he wiped his 7.5-inch
switchblade on Raustein's back as
the victim was on his hands and
knees, as reported in The Boston
Globe. During the testimony, Velez
said he did not see McHugh stab
Rausteirn but that McHugh admitted
to doing it.
"I asked Shon if he stabbed that
guy and he said, 'Yeah. It came out
I

-

-

-

I

of his back,' " Velez said when
examined by McEvoy.
Velez said that all three of them
had been drinking alcohol or smoking marijuana that night. They wanted to get more money for beer.
The prosecution's strategy was
to prove premeditatedinmrder and

felony murder. Judge John Brandt
did not find McHugh guilty of premeditated mnurder beyond a reasonable doubt, but found grounds to
convict him of felony murder.
McHugh: 'It was an accident'
The defense presented its case
yesterday, putting McHugh on the
stand. During his testimony,
McHugh did not deny holding the
knife, but he said that Raustein, who
was on his hands and knees, lunged
onto his blade.
"I didn't stab him," McHugh
enifl
trlln ft% th6,
to l n.,I t tk,.
knife because Donovan told him to.
"It was an accident. I was pointing it
at him so he could see it and stay
down."
McEvoy called McHugh's statements insulting, according to the
Globe.
During Wednesday's proceedings, McHugh's attorney Robert A.
George tried to prove that the crime
was not premeditated. He suggested
the three intended to steal money
from the MIT campus, not to kill.
He also tried to emphasize the discrepancies in Velez' testimony, contrasting Velez' statements when
arrested with his statements on the
stand.
George moved to have
McHugh's first-degree murder
charge dismissed because the stabbing occurred after Donovan had
first confronted Raustein and Fredheim. Judge Brandt declined the
motion after McEvoy reasoned that
premeditated murder exists even if
an individual decides to commit the
crime seconds before the event,
according to the Globe.
-L
- -- I

As part of the prosecution's case,
a forensic scientist testified that
there was human blood on
McHugh's jeans, his sneakers, and
the knife -no blood was on Velez
or Donovan. Another expert testified that the blood was "consistent"
withn Raustein's biood. A fingerprint
expert said two of three fingerprints
from the knife were consistent with
McHugh's fingerprints.
A medical examiner testified that
two of Raustein's ribs had been severed near his breastplate. "That
means there was severe force
involved in severing those ribs," he
said.

Before this week's trial could
take place, McHugh had a transfer
hearing to determine whether he
should be tried as a juvenile or an
adult. In early June, a Cambridge
Juvenile Court judge ordered that
McHugh be tried as a juvenile.
McHugh was several days shy of his
16th birthday when he committed
the crime, and Massachusetts law

of 15 to 20 years, while an adult
convicted of murder faces life in
prison.
McHugh will remain in custody

states that 16-year-olds can be tried
as adults. A juvenile convicted of
murder faces a maximum sentence

trial.
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"AHQONEY
OF A HIGH SCHOOL MOVIE,
right up there with 'Fast Times at Ridgement High',
'American Graffiti' and 'Pump Up The Volume',"

Community reacts to verdict
"I was expecting a guilty verdict
because I thought that the evidence
was so overwhelmingly clear," said
Professor William B. Watson,
.4seq...sOte

-

of the Department of Youth Services until he turns 21, then he will
go to Massachusetts Correctional
Institute at Cedar Junction. He will
be eligible for parole after 15 years.
Donovan and Velez are awaiting

-Jay Can, BOSTON GLOBE
I ,..,,.
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WINNER! BEST DIRECTOR, Richard Linklater i
1993 BOSTON FILM FESTIVAL
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Raustein lived. "in my view, this
was a murder that has no explanation, has no justification, and should
be punished as severely as possible."
"I'm glad that justice was
served," said Mariquita C. Gilfillan
'94, a Baker resident. "I didn't
know [Raustein], but I knew of
him."
The verdict "is some minor consolation," said Sanjay K. Aggarwal
'95. The murder was "an unfortunate incident," he added.
"If [McHugh] was the person
who did it, I'm glad he's being
taken care of," said C.J. Doane '95.
Being an East Campus resident,
Doane said the murder was "pretty
freaky" because it was so close.
Watson said, "I feel tremendous
sorrow that the family of Yngve
Raustein has to relive this tragedy
again. I think the whole MIT community wishes to support them in
any way that it can." He continued,
"I also feel a sense of tragedy as
well for the young man, Shon
McHugh, and his family."
I
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The largest sperm bank
in the United States
is looking for donors.

-t

The changing face of

WALL STREET
and why
MIT TALENT
is in demand

The goal of the Cambridge California
Cryobank, inc. is to provide high quality
sperm for artificial insemination.
Requirements include good health,
between the ages of 19 to 34, and a
9 to 12 month commitment.

LAY IT ON THE UNE.

6i7-247-0220
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HELPING THE SUICIDAL AND DESPAIRING.
24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WEEK

Three talks for graduate and undergraduate students in all disciplines
Thursday. October 14
RESEARCH, SALES & TRADING
Till Ai. Guldimrnann. guidimanntjpmrnorgzn.cm
Managing Director. Global Markets
J.P. Morgan & Co.

Room 4-149

Tuesday. October 19
CORPORATE & PUBLIC FINANCE
John J. Ying (MIT Course 6, '84)
Vice President, Investment Banking Group
Mlerrill Lynch Capital Markets

Room 4-153

Thursday, October 28
TECILODGY
'TL-'HNOLXX;Y
Michael L. November (MIT Course 16. '83)
Vice President, Fixed Income Division
Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Room 4-149

Call for more information:
4977-8646
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ANY REGULAR BURRITO...
only $2.75s
ANY BURRITO GRANDE...
I| ~
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All talks at 4 p.m. in the room indicated

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING
(ALL COSTS PAID) AND YOU EARN UP TO
$105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED

Sponsored by the Office of Career Services

149 First St.
Cambridge
354-5550

1728 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge

354-7400
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Hiring Now
for AU
Positions
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Individual initiativehas

IF;i Schlumberger'sgrowvt

A

I

Nationally recognized cchain is opening its first
restaurantin Boston in late October. The restaurant
will be in the up and coming South Boston Whaf
area, a short walk from the Children's Museum and
the South Station T:

of $6 billion.

Schlumberger is comprised of'
two main business groups:
oilfield services, which of/ers a
complete range of energy
exploration and recovery
services;and Measurement
and Systemrns iw.hich produces
everything from utility meters
to CAD / CAM ,systems.

individuals for the following positions:
'/ Kitchen Crew...... .stting at $5.50 - $7. 00
Hosts/Hostesses ...... tstarg at$5.75 - $6.05
Conrre ¢9 %5 4 -1'rv
'"b) c
.1.~
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Please Note: Open to all interI
ested students. Your attendance The SchlumbergerCompanies I
I
at the Information Meeting is a value individual initiative.
prerequisite to your interviewing If you'd ratherlead than
process. Please attend. Refiesh- follow, and enjoy the
ments provided! Casual attire.
recognition that goes along
with taking responsibility /br
INFORMATION M1[EETING:
the work you direct, contact us
Date: October 18, 1993
today. We'll give you the
Time: 7:00pm-9:00pm
support, trainingand
Place: Room 4-149
opportunityyou need to meet
the challenge.
INTERVIEWING:
Date: October 19, 1993

- v

Bussers......$4.25 + tips

-2 Bartenders...... $4.40 + tips
-4 Maintenance......$5.75

N

A

V
s/

Part time positions
Flexible hours
' Choose your own schedule
V Day & night shifts available
v' No experience necessary

Fort
Point
Channel

.Old Spagheitti
'Factory v. 12
44 PittsburgitSt
:Children's Museum
J0

Summner St I

L
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allvavys played a major role ill

h and
technrologicalleadership.
Today, Schlumbgeger-employ.s
51,000 people iln 75 cou ntries
twith annual revenzues in excess

We are hiring neat friendly, hardworking
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ENGINEERING
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GEOSCIENCE
APPLIED SCIENCE
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Indirect Research Costs Major Factor in Deficit

Decline in indirect cost recovery
The increase in the deficit from
ealier predictions was caused by
three major expenses: a drop in the
amount of unrestricted gifts, an
increase in the amount of financial

aid given to students, and decline in
indirect research cost recovery rates.
The third area, indirect research
costs, was the largest contributor to
the deficit. The government reduced
the reimbursement rate for libraries,
student services, medical services,
and related facilities at a cost of
$2.7 million to MIT.
Indirect research costs include
library and similar services, administrative costs, and costs to support
facilities that are not directly related
to a particular research project.
These costs are billed as a percentage - 58 percent for 1993 - of
direct research costs.
A further $1.7 million loss in
indirect cost recovery was caused
by a slowdown in the growth of
sponsored research. Because the
amount of research was less than
expected, less of the support costs
could be paid for by it.
"If your volume does not grow as
fast as you projected, less of that indirect cost can be converted through
research. The money has to be paid
someway," Culliton explained.
Culliton expects that indirect
cost recovery will be a problem in
the future. The political climate and
increased government scrutiny of
research universities have forced
significant changes in MIT cost
recovery policy, Culliton wrote in
the financial report.

F

t

Budget, from Page I

ment was applied to the deficit, and
the remaining $7 million came from
a series of fuinds, earned income on
reserves, and decapitalization of the
research reserve, according to Culliton. It was the first time since 1982
that money ftom the endowment was
used to cover operating expenses.
Continuing reliance on the
endowment to cover expenses has
serious long-term effects for the
Institute, Culliton said. "Whatever
sits in the endowment collects interest. If you spend the principal, it's
not sitting there collecting interest,"
he said.
In fiscal year 1992, the operating
gap was $13.1 million and $6.8 million of unrestricted gifts were used
to reduce the deficit to $6.2 million.
The deficit threatened to much
higher this year, but academic programs saved a total of $3.3 million.
"That happened and [this extra
money) was more than we budgeted

for," Culliton said. "This year and
the last few years it has been very
helpful."

Hot news tip?
CallThe Tech
at
News Hotline

-

-

"Many of the practices and
agreements entered into jointly
between MIT and the government
are now being changed, under the
govemment's objective to establish
greater consistency and uniformity
across the entire university spectrum, with resultant loss in recovery
from sponsored agreements at major
research universities like MIT,"
Culliton wrote.

21 percent of tuition in 1994.
In 1985 a task force on undergraduate financial aid recommended
that self-help levels increase at a rate
two to three percent above tuition
increases. The task force also recommended that if the unrestricted funds
used for aid reached more than 15
percent of tuition income, it should
be a sign of caution and the financial
aid policy should be reviewed.
The total amount of gifts to MIT
Financial aid increased
declined to $89.2 million this year,
MIT spent a total of $19.5 mil- from $89.9 million last year. Anothlion of unrestricted funds to provide er $7.6 million was received through
financial aid, a 13.2 percent increase the Industrial Liaison Program,
frorn last year, Culliton said. Most of down $0.1 million from last year.
the money, $16 million, was spent to
The total revenue from unrestrictmeet the gap between undergraduate ed gifts was $3.8 million less than
need and available scholarships.
expected -- a total of $14.2 million.
"In the last couple of years
The Institute's policy on large
we've had some significant increas- bequests actually limited the amount
es because of the economy. Whether of unrestricted funds available this
we're going to see an abatement in year. William A. Coolidge gave
that [because an improvement in the $8.4 million to MIT in his will. All
economy] we don't know," Culliton this money was placed in the
said.
endowment even though it was desCulliton also said that the end of ignated unrestricted funds so that
the Overlap Group, which reviewed the Institute can specifically recogfinancial aid levels for students nize the donor and can maintain
admitted to more than one school in budget discipline.
a group that include MIT and the Ivy
Placing the bequest in the
League, had no affect on aid costs.
endowment maintains budget stabilThe .moneyused to supplement itv. If the Institute relied on large
outside scholarships and fellowships windfalls in some years, it would
reached 20 percent of tuition rev- skew operating budgets, Culliton
enue this year and is projected for explained.
-

--

Budget review underway
Last spring, President Charles
M. Vest organized four committees
to develop recommendations for
increasing revenues and decreasing
costs. The committees examined
revenue enhancement, academic
activities, administrative functions,
and support services.
The committees submitted
reports to Vest, and Provost Mark S.
Wrighton and Senior Vice President
William R. Dickson '56 are developing final plans to be reviewed by
the Executive Committee of the
Corporation, Culliton said.
There are certain areas where
MIT continues to face financial
risks independent of belt-tightening
efforts, Culliton explained. "These
exposure, or risk, items relate to
tuition and salary increase tradeoffs,
levels and use of investment and gift
income, changes in research revernues and recoveries, and the manner of funding of necessary capital
costs," Culliton wrote in the financial report.
He also noted that, "despite
efforts to control costs, there are
both unexpected and necessary
Institute-related events that add to
the imbalance in the operating budget. Recent examples include: legal
fees, less than full indirect cost
recovery, and undergraduate financial aid."

--
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At Swiss Bank Corporation - Capital
Markets & Treasury - we depend on the
exceptional skills, creativity and collabo-

Es3'

ration of OUr colleagues. As a universal

leading provider of sophisticated risk
management products and solutions,
opportunity and rapid growth are ahead
for talented individuals who aspire to
perform on a resuits-oriented team.

Rish?(11
Ili IIm
Our technologists use state-of-the-art
computer hardware (NeXT and Sun

workstations) and software (NeXTstep,
C++, CLOS, and relational databases) to
give traders, portfolio managers and
marketing teams access to vast amounts
of information and analytical capability.

S
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Pioneering in the application of new and
emerging technoiogies, our developers

create' and refine models to provide
on-going analyses of global financial
securities. If you are intrigued by these
challenges, please attend our on
campus presentation or contact Swiss
Bank Corporation, Human ResourcesRecruitment, 141 W. Jackson, Chicago,
IL 60604. EOE M/F/DN.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid, with
complete name, address, and phone
number. The Tech, W20-483; or P.O.
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139

0

Student ConsuItants

I
I
I

Hyde Park/Roslindale: 2 Lux. condos for sale by owner. 1-BM $59,900
= 720sf ($500.-/mo), 2-BM $69,900
= 950sf ($600.-/mo) with parking,
heat and A.C. 5% down 6.8% financing cost per month including mortgage, condo fee and taxes call:
(617) 522-4889

Want to help people use computers? Enjoy solving problems? Become a part-time computer
consultant for MIT!
The Computing Support Services group of Information Systems is looking for new frontline
consultants for the following services: Athena Consulting, the Access Technology for Information and
Computing Lab (ATIC), and the Microcomputing Help Line. A minimum commitment of 7 scheduled
hours per week is required. Experience teaching technical ideas is a plus. We seek people who
communicate well and can explain ideas clearly at various levels.

ATHENA

ATIC LAB

Consultants provide on-line
(OLC), walk-in, and telephone
support for users of the Athena
Computing Environment.
Morning, evening, and weekend

Medical School Applicants - Oct
13: A meeting to discuss the Medical
School interview as well as other
information regarding applying to medical school. Sponsored by the Office
of Career Services and Preprofessional Advising, loam, Rm 12-142.

MICRO
I

Consultants plan access
technology solutions and
provide training and on-going
support for individuals with
disabilities or injuries.

Minority Seniors Multi-industry Information Session with The Boston Consulting Group, Merrill Lynch and Pfizer. Charles Hotel, Cambridge, MAWednesday, October 26, 6:30 - 9:30.
Free. Send resume with company
preferences (BCG, ML or PF) on back
by October 22: Crimson & Brown,
1430 Mass. Ave., #1003, Cambridge, MA 02138.

We're looking for experienced
Qualifications include good oneQualifications include familiarity
Atheena ulse.s who. enjoy I
-,el~ng
on-voe people skills, as well as
with some of the following:
people. Additional qualifications:
familiarity with at least two of the
following platforms: Macintosh, ·
DOS and/or Windows
- Knowledge of SAS, Maple, or
DOS, Athena.
·
Macintosh Operating System
Matlab
- electronic mail
- Knowledge of LaTeX, ez, or
Experience working with voice
- word processing applications
troff
recognition, voice synthesis, or
- spreadsheet applications
- C or elisp programming a plus
other adaptive computing
· database applications
technologies is a plus.
- utilities (backup, data
recovery, virus protection)
ATIC consultants must be
available for biweekly meetings
on Mondays, 5-6PM.

Greeks and Clubs: Raise up to
$1,000 in just one week! For your fraternity, sorority & club. Plus $1,000
for yourself' And a free T-Shirt just for
calling. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 75.
Travel Free! Spring Break! Sell qualk
ty vacations! The hottest destinations! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Sout Padre, Florida. Work for the
most reliable spring break company.
Easiest way towards free trip/best
commissions. Sun Splash Tours 180(-426771Q0.

Microcomputing consultants
must be available for weekly
meetings on Tuesdays, 5:156:45PM.

Donate Your Kid To Science: Seeking Children 8-10 years old whose
first language is English to serve as
control subjects in a language study
conducted by the Department of
Brain and Cognitive Sciences. For
more information, e-mail: rnarie@psyche.mit.edu or call x3-8408.

If you are interested ina position in one of the areas above, send Email by

October 15 to fawyntmit.edu with the following information:

Magazine Editorial Opportunities:
Boston Impact, a new full-color
glossy magazine for Boston area colege students, is looking to fill the following positions: advertising director,
art director, marketing director, copy
editor, departments editors. Send
resume to: Boston Impact, Staffing
Department, P.O. Box 41, Medford,
MA 02153. Advertising, art, and marketing directors only please also call:
617-695-055. rend.o.e: October-.,
1993.

1.) Your name
2.)

3.)
4.)

5.)

and contact information (phone numbers, address, etc.)
Which service[s] you are interested in, and why
Your expected date of graduation
Any relevant qualifications you wish to highlight
Your up-to-date resume (or drop offa hardcopy with Fawyn Slawter-Howe in room 11-221)

I
I

L
I

nroreassing ckillc. Will oise Word Per-

fect 6.0 software. Contact L.B.
Holmes, MGH, 726-1742.

Consultants provide telephone,
walk-in, and some on-line
support for users of DOS/
Windows and Macintosh
computers.

hours are available.

Athena consultants must be
available for weekly meetings
on Wednesdays, 5-7PM.

Permanent position open for parttime secretary in research group at
MGH, 24 hours per week, need word
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THE CHANGING FACE
OF WALL STREET
AND WHY MIT TALENT
IS IN DEMAND
Three talks for graduate and undergraduate students in all disciplines

Thursday, October 14
Room 4-149
TRADING & TRADING ANALYTICS
Till M. Guldimann
Managing Director, Global Markets
J.P. Morgan & Co.
Tuesday, October 19
Room 4-153
CORPORATE & PUBLIC FINANCE
John J. Ying (MIT Course 6, '84)
Vice President, Investment Banking Group
Merriil Lyncn
Room 4-149
Thursday, October 28
TECHNOLOGY
Michael L. November (MrT Course 16,'83)
Vice President, Fixed Income Division
Goldman, Sachs & Co.

li

I

-

-

--

--

All talks at 4 p.m. in the room indicated

JOSH HARTMANN--THE TECH

Juintow L|n '95 and Meem Saln! '95 dart for the hall ahead nof S!mmons opponent
n

Kaen,r.d3.d
The Engineer field hockey team dominated the Simmons College Sharks, 4-1i, Tuesday night.
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Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing
invelopes. For details, rush $1.00
ith SASE to: Group Five, 57 GreenDrive, Suite 307, Dover, DE
/ree
~-39901.

Sponsored by the Office of CareerServices
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and deli service at
Lobdell Food Court!
FOOD COURT SERVICE HOURS

Iln

Boston? Know of any romantic
estaurants that everyone raves
bout? Thought about using your
photo or art skills to show people
another way of looking at college life
gin Boston? Become a writer, photographer, or artist for the fastest growing magazine for college students in
Boston. Writers send resume with
writing sample of no more than 1500
words, photographers, and artists
send resume and call for interview:
Boston Impact,. Staffing Department.
P.O. Box 41, Medford, MA 02153.
617-695-8055. Deadline: October 8,
1993.

Monday-Friday 7:30am - 8pm
9am-8pm
Saturday- Sunday

MONDAY-FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNIDAY

Fresh Starts Breakfast............ 7:30am-10:30am
Wokery ....

..........................

Tortillas ......... .....

Alaska Employment: Students needed! Earn up to $2,500+ /mo. in canneries or on fishing vessels. Many
employers provide room & board &
transportation. No experience necessary. For more information call (206)
545-4155 ext. A5033.

9am-2pm

11a -2pm ................................................

5pm-8pm

..................... 1 1amn-2prn

Burger King ...................................... 11an
Deli Corner .......................................

r.. ..............

am-8pm

............

1 1am-8pm

a

1 1am-2pm

sirie

8

8

Salad Garden ................................... 11 am-8pm ............... 11am-8pm ..........

The Tech subscription rates: $20
one year 3rd class mail ($37 two
I years'; $55 one year 1st class mail
($105 two years); $52 one year air
mail to Canada or Mexico or surface
Inail overseas; $140 one year air
mail overseas; $10 one year MIT
Mail (2 years $18). Prepayment
required.

7:30am-8pm ..................

Sweet Things ...............................
Cafe Features ..................................

1 lam-8pm
Dam-8pm

9am-8pm

1 1am -2pm

1 1am 2pm ...................... 5pim-8p rn ............

5pm-8pmn

(Traditional Entrees)

5pm-8pm
[]

[]
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are now offering
extended breakfast

pagazine Freelance Opportunities:
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Minority Juniors/Seniors: Minority
-Carrer Forum Dec. 2, Hynes Coni-,ention Center, Boston, 10-4 PM.
~.~;~eet, interview w/50+ employers:,/!cKinsey, Merck, Merrlti Lynch!
REE. Registration: send resume by
ctober 22: Crimson & Brown,
430 Mass. Ave, #1003, Cam~ridge, MA 02138. Indicate 3 pro'essional preferences or; back.
!7?617-868-0181.
@tan
t '1' '."; ace
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In response to your

I
II

izDoctoral candidate seeks first-born
]nfants entering daycare under 6
!Myonths age, 2 parents, for research
Study. $100. Honorarium and chance
'Y!J>o
request consultation from expert in
-I~}nfant development. Call Mrs. Boris,
:-':508-369-9478.
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Phvsies Majors -a "Nobel" experirnent

ToAmt9oasw~w
All

I listorically the direct measurement

of electron velocity in an electron bears has presented problems for experimental
physicists. JJ. Thomson's Inability to conduct this measurement led to his alternatc experiment for measuring a charge, to
mass ratio. IMore recently, electron time of flight experiments using low energy electron gunus have been strongly influenced
by preconceived expectations. Early arriving electrons (those arriving before current theory alows) must be ignored;
whereas those arriving within ac~ceptable times can be altemnatively interpreted through secondary absorption and

4WxS dv.%V*Vl
UR&

emission.

But suppose a lowp energy electron beamn were fired in space at a target that approached rapidly at constant, velocity. Now
if the energy of electrons in this beam were low enough (so that under contemporary theory they were calculated to be
traveling substantially below the speed of light), then the energy of this beam, aWording to accpted theory, would adhere
closely to our kinetic energy equation. In this case the velocity of the target would be additive with the presumed electron
velocity, and recorded energies at the target would allow the beam electron velocities to be accurately determined by
subtracting thle energy contribution of the target's motion:.
The experiment would be difficult to carry out and possibly could only be conducted realiably in space between
approaching and receding satellites. But why might this experiment be of 'Nobel' stature? B3ecaulse today the debate
over particle or wave is still very much alive. Although physicists still treat thec electron and other subatomic entities as
particles possessing wave properties, there are increasinig reasons to consider these phenomena as concentrated fields or
wave pulses, as Einstein, Schrodinger and others suggested. however, waves and field disturbances travel at the speed of
light and this has traditionally posed a barrier to a pure wave or field model.
The experiment settle.- the issue in a more satisfactory manner than previous experiments that have relied on
interpretation. For if low energy electron beams traveled at the speed of light their energy would be only marginally
affected (due to a minirnal frequency adjustmerit) by the approach or recessiono of the target. Tlerefore, they would be
subject to Planck's equation in a manner similar to electromagnetic radiation. The experiment either validate~s current
theory, via an additive velocity, or it becomes the Achilles heel for some or the foundational concepts on which we have
built our understanding; Preeminent among the-se would be our Newtonian conceptOf mass.
Unlike time and displacement, masses are never directly measured. A-s with electron velocities, masses are merely implied
from other measurements, principally forces, displacements and encrgies. n~us, if in the foregoing experliment results
supported the unusual mriclusion that electrons traveled at the speed of light, our view of thec mass concept would require
adjustment. Here, a change in energy of an electron wvould always require a proportionate change in its equivalent mass.
This condition would not be confirmed to beam electrons. It would follow that electrons in different energy levels in the
atom would have different equivalent mass values. And it could be shown that protons would Possess similar
characteristics. Our predominantli particle view of matter would collapse.
Although today s technology hars reacher a po~int where the e~xpe rnmen outlined berefly above is possiblec th-ose com.,ritted
to the current model would not condone it for the purpose of disproving the established theory. Its value would only be
seen by a confident establishmenit as an interesting method of supporting currenit truths. rihe idea Of electrons traveling at
the speed of light is today unthinkable. Yet for the person who is bold enough to undertake it an iconoclastic result is
possible that would, amongst other issues. make desirable the purchase of a heavy w inter coat, as it can be very cold
visiting Stockholm in December.
Physics majors wishing to learn mnore about a theory supporting electrons traveling at the speed or light with variable
masses, a theory that ad~ditionally prov ides for a deterrtinlistic model of atomic events, a write the author at the following
address:
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Mc]Kinsey Sr Company, Inc.,
a leading international mianagement
con~sulting firms, cordipally invites
miembers of the 1 994 M4IT senio class
to learn m-ore about our 2-year
business analyst vrogranmi
've wvil be having a presentation and
reception for interested students on
Tuesday, October 19, 1993
at the Grand Ballroo, of the
Cainb-r.i.d geta. Nar rio- 1t

fromi 7 puma*to 9 p*]M*

W~e look forwvard to seeing you there,
I
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Harassment, from Page I
shame they feel be turned against
them, but rather that they should
_make the public aware of the wrong
the harasser committed.
Macleish discusses victims' rights
Macleish has represented many
victims of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment, including the victims of
Rev. James Porter. Macleish talked
primarily about the limitations of
the legal system for handling
harassment.
MacLeish began with a reference
to Henderson's talk. "When Tom|mie did what he did, I don't think he
did it because he thought lie was
going to change people's minds
over there. He wanted to destroy the
illusion that they have all the
power,'e

Macdeisn

sala.

Sexual abuse and harassment,
Mac leish said, are abuses of power.
i"Whhen you are sexually harassed or
sexually abused, it is not because
the perpetrator is horny, but because
they are people who will abuse
plower," he said.
"'There will always be people in
I our society who abuse power,"
Ia Macleish continued. 'The horror of
i- is ... dealing with the institutions
that harbor and protect these individuals." lie characterized ALIT as
, n exampie of an institution that
Protected perpetrators of sexual
harassment.
One of the biggest impediments
to handling harassment cases is the
current legal system, Macleish
explained. "The law does not reflect
the rcalit-' and rch'orror of sexual
aktusc and sexual harassment
Oaurs

I

the

law I is

aw

i

drllav
l-n

by middle-aged white men who
cormn from institutions" that have
littil interest in curbing harassment,
Ec Said.

MLacleish cited cases where the
I

~~ ~ ~

Ieorhers have the power
a0 Woke up young mindsto make a difference.

~

statute of limitations on sexual
abuse and pedophilia have prevented prosecution of repeat offenders.
He said that in many occasions,
state agencies expressed no interest
in pursuing cases where victims
who were sexually abused as children came forward to testify against
their abusers - even when those
abusers were in daily contact with
other children.
Six-month time limit
Macleish also said the six-month
time limit within which harassment
victims have to file a complaint with
the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination was problematic.
Victimns of harassment are often
traumatized by the harasser and mnay
not be ready to come fiorward to testify before the time limit is past,
Macleish explained.
If a victim does file a complaint,
there are a host of laws prohibiting
sexual harassment, but the grounds
for proving the case are slim,
Macleisb said.
There arc two types of sexual
harassment, he said. The first is quid
pro quo harassment, in which a
supervi sor tries to coerce an
employee into dating or sexual relations, with the promise of workrelated benefits. When the employee
rebuffs the advances, the employee
is fired.
In these situations, the victim has
a clear fight to sue both the supervisor and the employer, Macleish
said. "You don't even have to show
that the employer knew about the
harassment6 going on. 'Nou do havte
to prove you were sexually harassed
anld ... tatd

viuru

ternifniaiionl was

required because you did not submit
to these advances," he said.
The second kind of harassment
was hostile environment harassment. Macleish characterized this
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THE IRS THISYEAR. AND THEY CAN'T WAIf
niRl NEXTYERTO GIVE lGAIUN
a basic aptitude for math and a desire
to help others.
You know, you can help people with
what taxes them. And feel great, too.
lo find out about the free IRS training program, call 1-800-424-1040 now.

They volunteered their skills
to people who needed help doing their
taxes. And it made them feel great.
They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people, like you and
your club or group mndrbers, who have

case as when the victim need noDt
show tangible economic harms, bu
only that a pervasive environmen
of harassment existed.
Harassment must be pervasive
The pervasive test is cumbersome, though, Macleish said. He
cited one case where the victim did
not suffer serious psychological
harm, and for that reason the court
ruled in favor of the harasser.
The pervasive test as Maeleish
described it is a catch 22. To be sure
of winning a hostile environment
case, he said, the victim must be
completely destroyed psychologically -- destroyed to the point that
the victim would hardly be capable
of bringing a case in the first place.
Macleish also said the tendency
"to go along with the boys" can
cause a victim to fail the hostile
environment test. "Some courts
have said you would lose legal
rights unless you oppose [harassment] from the beginning," he said.
In one case, a court ruled that
sexually explicit posters of women
hung in factories could not be considered to create a hostile environmenit because they were so common
in American factories that women
should expect them.
Macleish described some measures that institutions could take to
be more responsive to the victims of
harassment. "The people who are
listening to these complaints have to
have some power. They must be
able to move or fire the harasser.
They need to be trained to listen
empathetically," he said.
I uVI't KInVw tles ueialls Of
MIT's harassment policy, but from
everything I've heard,-it's sorely
lacking," Macleish concluded.
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Noam Ctloneskv
Institute Professor of Linguisbcs

Special Appearance by

Constancio Pinto
Forner Executive Secretary of the Clandestine Front of the
National Counci ot i iaubere Resistance

TUESDAY
OCTO ER 12,

8:00 P.M.
Room26
Z6-I00
77 M.ssxa&-usGms Ave.
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stars a universe of opportunity!

:
work to prepare you for errmploymcnt
opportunities in Salcs/Marketing, Investmcnt Research, Systems Development,
and---11--I
I-- specialized areas.
--other

i

SEI is one of America's most successful,

_y

i

highest-ranked small financial companies

S|El

Corporation, a worldwide
leader in investment services and

I
I

Itechnology offers bright young

i

be interviewing

We'll

an

i

__
. '. ..
' I ,eI''
':::::::::j::~:
. -- "

campus, October 15I

in terms of growth and R&D activity

_E

(according to Forbes and Business Week).
We offer a challenging, fast-paced environment on the leading edge of investment services and support technology. If
you're an ambitious, highly-motivated
individual, look into SEI's Associates

-_ ,_-

Will your company grow as fast as you do?
Almost every company's recruiting ad promises you rapid growth But before
making any decisions, ask them how fast they're grcwing. After all, you're going to have
trouble momng up if your company isn't.
Over the last five years. while economic conditions have stalled many organizations. Arodersen Consultig grew on the average of
209 per year.
1N
Compare that figure to any other firm you're considerig. It could be the difference between getting
ARTHURANDERSEN&CO.S
C

Program for:

I
I

7tX Electrical Engineers

ANDERSEN

CONSUIET

For more information or to arrange an
interview, contact your placement office
AND send your resume to:
Karen Beck, SEI Corporation,
680 East Swedesford Road,
Wayne, PA 19087; tel (215) 254-2254;
fax (215)254-2247.

G

ahead And banging your head

X

Computer Science Majors

Xi

Conputer Science Engineers

' 1992Arisen Consu1ng an
Aej0l ootyurey emp'oye,

CORPORATIONY

The Associates Program is a comprehen-

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING WITH YOU

sive learning experience combining
classroom instruction and extensive field

I

Information Session: October 13, 5-7 pm, Room 4-163

-

On-Campus Interviews: Monday, November 1
s 19
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302 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Orders to go, or dining in
FREE DELIVERY TO THE M.I.T. CAPUS -

$10 MINIUM

Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 am. - 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95

Er

Special Dinner Plate just $4.50 all day long
10% OFF FOR STI)DEIN WITH AvALII I.D.
(for dine-in dmers onl. $10 minimum'purchase)
k

Call 4923 1179 or 492-3170
r

---

Monday- Thursday, 1 1:30 a.m. to 9:30 pm.
Friday- Saturday, 11:30 am. to 10:00 p.m.
Closed Sundav
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Students read it
on the way
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It's The Tech.
MIT's oldest and
largest student
newspaper.
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On October 14 , learn why Morgan
seeks a special breed of genius.
Ito

Pleaseplant to attend our informationpresentationon
rh,,r,.s,-.y October 14
RoCom 4- 163
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Woolen R~oower Slc
By Megan Jasek

their head races in the fall. This
weekend, the women's crews were
spread out across the country. The
varsity boat went to the Head of the
Ohio in Pittsburgh and the lightweight and junior varsity boats went
to the Textile Regatta in Lowell,
Mass.
The Massachusetts-based crews
had a good weekend. The junior
varsity eight rowed in the club eight
event. From bow to stern that boat
consisted of Heather Back '96,
Catherine Conley '96, Nicole Weymouth '96, Linda Rosenband '96,
Stacy Morris '96, Judy Ascano '96,
Christine Macauley '94, Tracy
Adams '94, and Pappudu Sriram
'96. They placed fourth out of 17
boats with a time of 20 minutes, 27
seconds. Boston College was first
with a time of 19:49, but the junior
varsity was happy to know that its
time beat the Simmons varsity boat.
The lightweight boat was fnrstrated when it arrived in Lowell to
find out that they were the only boat
registered for the lightweight race,
so they too rowed in the club eight
event. Overcoming all forms of disappointment they came in eighth
with a time of 20:29, only 22 seconds behind the other MIT boat.
That boat from bow to stern consisted of Gloria Ro '94, Cindy Fung
'96, Lcuise Wells '96, Sarah Vitek
'95, Becky Berry '95, Malec Lucas

7EAf M4MEMBER

"MIT on the paddle... Okay
guys, all eight on the paddle..
Number 478, Cornell University,
Go! 479, Brown University, take it
up... All eight up to three-quarters
pressure on this one. . Brown University Go! 480, MIT, bring it up...
Full pressure on this one. . . MIT
Go! beeeep. . . power ten to start us
off. - ."

These are the voices of one of
the MIT coxswains and the starter
of the Head of the Ohio Regatta.
The MIT rowers heard phrases similar to these at the beginning of all

Runners
Blaze to
in 2nd
En N;Yi
By Rob Casadonte
and David Moyle
rEAM MEMBERS

The men's cross country team
finished a strong second to Williams
College in the 13-team LeMoyne
Invitational in Syracuse, N.Y. Saturday. The team was led by a blazing
Jesse Darley '95 who set an MIT
course record by 21 seconds and
remained undefeated against New
England runners.
Darley and two others broke
trom the pack after two miles, and
Darley finished second behind a
runner from St. Lawrence Universitv. fie covered the course in a stunning 26 minutes, 27 seconds.
In the final scoring Williams
edged out MIT, 44-58. Other schools
v.crc: St. L awrence 59, SUNY-Genesco IOi, and St. Rose 130.
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'94, Tiina Hameenarittila '94, Diane
Hodges '95 and Candice Klut '94.
The morning in Pittsburgh started off at 6:30 a.mn. when the athletes
left the -home of a 1980 Sloan graduate. The first race of the day was
the open four event at 9:50 a.m. The
MIT women raced two fours. The
MIT-A boat consisted of, from bow
to stemn Victoria Parson '94, Sarah
Black '96, Megan Jasek '94, Andrea
Jensen '95, and Sherry Hsiung '95.
The MIT-B boat consisted of, from
bow to stern, Bethany Foch G. Sabrina Bernold '95, Amy Swanson
'95, Jessica (Oleson '96, and Shruti
Serha '96. There were 10 boats
competing in the race. MIT-A finished third with a time of 16:29.3
and MIT-3 finished fifth with a time
of 17: 10.1. The Cornell A and B
boats placed first and second.
The day grew drearier and the
rain started to fall. The regatta was
hellinds
l ho,
uJ an halar Is.++154+
y II
did not stop the MIT rowers from
being psyched for their eights race
now postponed to 3:30 p.m. The
rowers kept warm and tried to dry
their racing clothing in a Suburban
with the heat on. The championship

ed above and coxswain Sherry Hsiung placed third behind Cornell and
Brown.
It was a great rowing weekend
for the MIT women. Coach
FJ

3-- CLr-C

Mayrene Earle said this is by far the
best crew that she has ever cowched
She anticipates great things for the
women this year. She said the team
is filled with depth and spirit.
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CANOBIE PAINTBALL GAMES

It

SEflVING HOSTOAMAD SOZITEflN NH
120 ACRES OF FORTS, VILLAGES AND WOODS
EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

a·ui
t

TOP-OF-THE-LINE RENTAI EQUIPMENT
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
FULLY STOCKED PAINTBALL STORE

GO AHEAD, MAKE YOUR DAY

eights race was the last race of the

day. Tne water was much calmer for
this race than it had been in the
morning. There were 11 boats in
this race. The MIT eight which consisted of the same eight rowers list-
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Behind Darley, David M9oyle '94
(27:14), Jerry Pratt '94 (27:28), Rtaj
Sur~yadevara '94 (27:41l), and Arnold
Seto '96 (27:55) rounded out the top
Itfive scorers for the Beavers, placing
Iseventh, I Ith, 16th, and 22nd in a
field of 85 runners. Tarik Saleh '95
and Dan Hegelson '97 also raced
strongly for the varsity, placing 29th
and 46th respectively.
Trhe course was hilly and slick
because of overnight rain, so MIT
started conservatively in the middle
of the pack. Then the Tech runners
surged with great strength over the
finalt two torturous miles. MIT runSaners blew past numerous other competitors who folded by the wayside
as the Beavers roared past.
In the j unior varsity race, MIT
also placed second to Williams Col3ege, though the JV harriers had
Xhoped to defend their 1992 team
Xchampionship. Rob Casadonte '94
(28:06) and Josh Feldman '97
(28:41) raced particularly well in
this race, finishing second and fifth
among the 60 runners. The top three
JV team scores were Williams 32,
MIT 43, and St. Lawrence 73.
The team now looks ahead to the
Babson Invitational and defending
its 1992 conference championship
in the coming weeks, as well as a
rematch against Williams.
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Forjust$5. 0( you can watch what you want, when you want it.
I

Whatever you're looking for, turn to cable television and you'll discover
shows and programs you just won't find on broadcast tv for only $10.00
a month. Whether it's non-stop action or up-to-the-minute news, cable
tv gives you the best in entertainment and information.
From uncut, unedited blockbuster films to explosive pro and college
sports, from quality family programs to the latest music videos and
more. In fact, all day long, 7 days a week, there's always something for
everyone on cable.
Until October 12th, cable installationisjust $5.00.
-r

Sum wresder.

9. High-rise winclm eewc
with bladder problem.
8. Nearsighted knife juggler.
7. Megalomaniac Third
World Dictators.
6. Grown men named Bif.
5. Heavily anned hot dog
va-dom..
4. Qrsick brodw in he seat
next to you.
3. Brain rgeon with hiccups.
2. AOne with acnky
dxosimon and adeainsw.
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Also Serving

Fri., Oct. 8th

Student Center, Noon - 4 p.m.
Edgerton NIIW0, 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Entire Campus

Tue., Oct. 12th

Student Center, Noon - 4 p.m.

Entire Campus

Bexley Hall W13, Random Hall NW61 and Fraternities on Memorial Drive in
Cambridge should sign up at the Student Center.
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Put on your thinking cap.
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If you've been thinking with a part of your anatomy other than
your brain, at least think smart. Use a latex condom. Barring
abstinence, it's the best way to prevent AIDS. For more
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By Dan Wang
TEAM MEMBER
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The men's tennis team improved
its fall record to 2-2 with an 8--0
win over Clark University on Tuesday.
MIT played tie match without
the services of its top player, Jay
Muelhoefer '94, who was on the
sidelines recovering from injuries
sustained during the Rolex New
England Regionals held last weekend. Coach Jeff Hamilton was
forced to move everyone to one
position higher than usual.
The change did not dramatically
affect the outcome of the match. In
singles play, Mauficio Lomelin '94,
Nick Tsai '94, and Dan Wang '97
all captured their first singles victories of the season.
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By D anielle Ames

1993.

- Typed (or high quality computer print-out) and double spaced.
Poetry entries need not be double spaced.
- A Cover sheet with the following information should be attached to entry:
-Title of Entry
Address
Year
Name
Phone
Category
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Win great stuff from your favorite stores!! Tower Records, the Coop,
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It was another busy weekend
on the water for the sailing team.
On Saturday, at Harvard University, the crews of Adam London
'95 and John Feland '94, and
Charlie Pan '95 and Eugene '95,
battled heavy winds and placed
fifth out of twelve teams in the
Northem Series.
|Meanwhile, Doug DeCouto
'97 and Patricia Schmidt '96
sailed together along with
Danielle Ames '96 and Elaine
Heal '95, at the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy in New London, Conn. MIT was among

-

I

I

1n

twenty of the best teams in the
country represented at this twoday event.

is

On Sunday, Al Slivan '95
and Heather Campbell '95 won
their division in Tech dinghies
here at MIT. Together with Dan
Nestor '96, who sailed in thz
Laser division, these three
placed third overall.
Finally, the newcomers to
college sailing had a regatta on
Sunday at Harvard. Chris Strattont '97, Robert LaChance '97,
Jeff Brook '97 and Alan Ai 797
sailed in this event, continuing to
make strides toward glory.
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Prizes:

I

son, Erickson and Lomelin, the second-seeded doubles team, did not
play their match.
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traub '97 also won their singles
matches in straight sets. Tsai and
Mark Erickson '94 both struggled
early on, but recovered to win in
three sets with scores of, respectively, 5-7, 6-0, 6-0, and 6-7 (7-4),
6-4, 6-2.
With the outcome of the meet
already decided after singles play,
the doubles teams played abbreviated matches. Tsai, who usually plays
with Muelhoefer, was paired this
time with Marcato. They were able
to win, 8-6, over the Clark team of
Chaman and Brad Powers. The third
doubles team of Wang and Weintraub improved its record to 2-2,
with an 8-3 win over Josh Barrett
and Neil Defrancesca.
Doubles play had nearly been
completed by the time Ericksorn fin-

Sailors Ma e Good

ENTRY GUIDELINES:
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Rob Marcato `97 won fairly easily
over Chirag Chaman, 6-1, 6-3.
Lomelin, Wang, and Jason Wein-
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We manage risk rather than just execute transactions.
Our dynamic staff, heavy on technical expertise, continually pioneers new ways to creatively ergineer and
manage large portfolios of derivative instruments. The
courage totake risk, f!lyin the face oftradition and strong
analytical orientation are essential to succeed in our
meritocratic environment. As a dominant force in the
markets, our "tradlers are feared and respected on
options exchanges." (WSJ 12/12/91)

I
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O'Connor & Associates is the premier mathematicallyoriented derivatives trading firm. As a key
component of the O'Connor Partnerships*, we have
defined state-of-the-art
trading
and
risk
management of North American equity related
instruments. Attend our on-campus Presentation orsend
particulars to: O'Connor & Associates, Attn: Human
Resources-Recruitment, 141 W. Jackson, Chicago, IL
60604.We are an equal opportunity employer.
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*Swiss Bank Corporation and the O'Connor Partnerships have recently integrated certain business activities. Total integration of
O'Connor & Associates businesses will be complete once necessary regulatory approvals have been received.
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Monday, October 18, 1993
MIT, Room 10-250
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Cambridge CandidatesNight is a foram for candidates to present their views on the
critical relationship of MIT and the City of Cambridge to the concerned voting
members of the MIT commuanity. The forum will consist of three segments: a brief r
introduction period, a formal questions period in which a series of questions focusing 0
on the relationship of MIT to Cambridge will be posed to all candidates, and a period 1
of informal questions from audience members addressed to specific candidates.
For more information, contact Vernon !mrich,MIT-Voters Education Project,
at 253-3910 or 876-3887.
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Find out who all those candidates are beforeyou vote!
w Find out who will serve YOU in your stay at MIT!

Call us at 253-1541 and ask to speak
to Ann or Eric.
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Write for The Tech Sports Department!
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Sunday, October 10
Varsity Sailing: New England Singlehanded Charnpionships, 9:30 a.m.
c

-- U

presents:

Saturday, October 9
Varsity Sailing: New England Singlehanded Championships, 9:30 a.m.
Women's Varsity Soccer vs. Smith College, 11 a.m.
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Graduate Student Council

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
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MIT-Voters Education Project
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hDe Tech News Hotline
253-1541
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The second half allowed the
Schenectady club to play with the
On Saturday the men's rugby wind at its back, and they responded
team battled Schenectady. Despite by scoring 24 points. It was not
strong winds and a second half enough, however, as the Engineers
comeback by Schenectady, the scored twice more against the wind
Engineers came away with a 35-24 (by Johnson and Brown) and came
away with the win. The A side is
victory.
the
with
match
the
now 2-2, and plays league rival
MIT started
took
Harvard University in a home match
quickly
wind at its back, and
advantage. Following a try by Ben this Saturday.
The B side match was dominated
Paul G, MIT stormed back down the
field. Warren Brown G ran the ball by defense, as MIT fought to a 12-5
to within 10 yards of the goal, and victory. The wind was less of a facas he was being tackled flipped the tor, and the Engineers broke the ice,
ball to Jaco du Plessis G who sprint- after several minutes of pounding the
ed into the try zone. Strong, aggres- ball into the Schenectady "red zone,"
sive defensive play neutralized with a crashing three yard score by
many of Schenectady's offensive Kent Engebretson G. The conversion
weapons, and seemed to intimidate kick by Eric Oliver G gave MIT a
7-0 lead. The ball changed possestheir backs.
Meanwhile, MIT capitalized on sion several times througLhout the
several opportunities, with Paui half, and MIT earned its second
scoring again, followed by a try score when Dylan Bruno '94 crashed
from Guy DeBelle on a pass fromn through several defenders into the try
Mark Johnson G. The half ended zone. The kick failed and MIT went
when an attempted Schenectady into the half leading 12-0.
For the second half, Bruno set
kick was blocked by Hal Ackler G,
who picked up the ball and ran it in the pace with hard hitting and
for a score. The strong winds aggressive tackling as Schenectady
seemed to play havoc with Chris had trouble penetrating the defense.
Perry's conversion kicks, as all of The team managed one score late in
theen were wide. The half ended the game and missed the kick, and
MIT rolled to a 12-5 win.
with MIT ahead 25-0.
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At Swiss Bank Corporation - Capital Markets & Treasury,
we depend on the exceptional skills, creativity and collaboration of our colieagues. As a universal leading provider of
sophisticated risk management products and solutions,
opportunity and rapid growth are ahead for talented individuals who aspire to perform on a results-oriented team.
Immediate responsibility is given to individuals with astute
analytical skills who can focus on the end result. The

excitement and challenge inherent in this arena call for
self-confidence, quick thinking and a passion for problemsolving. If you are intrigued by these challenges, attend
our on-campus Presentation or send your resume to:
Swiss Bank Corporation, Human Resources-Recruitment,
141 W. Jackson, Chicago, IL 60604. We are an equal
opportunity employer.
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Although this space is normally
boxed off for Globe sportswriters, a
quote that appeared in the sports
section on Tuesday clearly outdistances any Dan the Man, Meatball
Mike, or Onion Ring Ryan barbs:
"On this day in 1850, flogging was
abolished as a form of punishment
in the U.S. Navy." And we thought
flogging was a form of amusement.

Race for Futility
*
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3. Alabama
4. BYU
5. Baylor
Former members of the Big Red
Machine. Gary Nolan, Pat Zachary,
Mike Lum, Rawley "Witches of"
Eastwick, Fred Norman, Dan
"Ranch" Driessen, Jack Billingham,
Clay "Christmas" Carrol, Doug
Flynn, and Pat Darcy.

Globe Gem of the Week
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This week's listing comes from
Houston, Tex., home of Chris Sonne
'91.
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Glanville Brings in 11
Elvis Impersonators

f
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October 8, 1993
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Pigeons: 0-5
Patsies: 0-4
Pussy Cats: 0-4
Glanville brings in 11 Elvis
impersonators during Atlanta's bye
week to scrimmage the Falcons in
an attempt to bolster team's confidence. Falcon players a no-show,
however, as they are too busy
watching
CBS
and
the
Braves-Phillies series. New England and Cincinnati, each with talented young quarterbacks, hungrily
eye San Diego State's Marshall
Faulk.

You Heard It Here First
Tampa Bay will be awarded
Super Bowl XXXI in 1997, edging
out San Diego. This will not only
allow Bay area fans a chance to see
how football is supposed to be
played, but also allow your humble
scribes to revisit Space Odyssey
2001, a quaint bar down the street
from the Big Sombrero.

Mondongo's Hueso de la Semana
We have two winners this week in
our Bonehead Play of the Week competition. First, to the unidentified San
Diego State player who 'fell' out of
bounds at the half-yard line after
receiving a kick-off during last Thursday's SDSU-UCLA game. And second, to Gary Sheffield "of Drearns"
who muffed two grounders en route
to a three error game, the day after
signing a new mega contract (of
course, it pales in comparison to the
one signed by Grandmama).

sporting a 2-0-1 (conference),
8-0-1 (overall) record. This week,
led by Neon Dionne Chapman '94
and Chantal Wright '94, the lady
Beavers spanked a weaker Wellesley squad by the score of 2-0.
Meanwhile, Attila Lengyd (fifth
in the CAC in scoring) and Dave
Lockwood (first in buffoonery) lead
the men's soccer team (0-3, 3-3)
into battle.
Hats off to the women's volleyball team, ranked fifth in the NCAA
Division III Eastern Region with a
7-0 record. Led by Coleen Kaiser
'94 and Jill Keidel '94, the team is
participating in the Eastern Connecticut State University tournament this weekend. Good luck to
the Lady Spikers.
Finally, the women's tennis team
continues to make fools out of the
critics as they are in first place with
a 2-0 (4-0 overall) record and are
currently ranked sixth in New England.
Vix Picks
MIT 14, Westfield State 12: First
three-game winning streak for the
Engineers for as long as The Pretzel
Man can remember. Boston College
20, Rutgers 16: All day' marathon of

Fox's television show "The
Heights" causes Eagle players to
long for home. Boston University
15, Northeastern 14: Big-haired

crowd, spurned on by the antics of
MIT escapee Mike Nuckles '96 and
Katrina Bang (BU '94), inspire the
Terriers to victory. Patsies 17, Bishops 6: A Patsie win means a sweep

for the hometown teams this week.
Steelers 13, Lightning Bolts 7:
Coach Ross decides from now on to
levy fines against any player mentioning the word "touchdown" as
San Diego has lost every game they
have scored a "6 pointer" in. Norwegian-Amnericans 20, Bucs 14:
Tampa players are too hung over
from shaking it down at the Baker
Add/Drop Date party. Chiefs 30,
Pussy Cats 13: Cincinnati nominated for Ig Noble prize in the category
of impersonating a Pop Warner
football team. Browns 20, Fish 16:
When trying to salute the crowd in a
manner similar to his greetings to
the fans of Buffalo, Cox gets fingers
shot off by a marksman nestled
comfortably in the Pound. Dawgs
go wild, as Fish get munched. Jets
16, Raiders 3: Score is obvious, the
age of Amy Fisher when Joey
Buttafouco was courting her and the
number of rendezvous Joey finally
admitted to having with her. Last
week: 5-2. Season to date: 22-11.
Sorry to the MIT betting public who
relies on Vix Picks before calling
their bookies for last weekends foot-

ball games, but The Tech was
unable to receive our fax transmission from the limo.

Trivia Question of the Week
Who is the only (collegiate)
player to win both the Heisman Trophy and the national championship
in the same season? Send answers,
comments, and the number of
rollerbladers you have personally
tripped to sportsgthe-tech. Answer
to last week's question: Dr. Bobby
Brown. Kudos to Jonathan Sigman
'95 and Alex Tapia
'96
whogot it
right. They win the right to dot the
"i" in script MIT, performed by the
MIT marching band during halftime
of the Oct. 23 homecoming football
game, a game that will be broadcast
live by your humble scribes on
WMBR (88.1 FM) starting at 1 p.m.

Rumbling's From Round the 'Tute

From David G. Steel '93, our
man in the Windy City: "Chicago
today is a city in shock. In a single
night hMichael Jordan's retiremient
leaked out to the media and the
White Sox were trampled by the
Toronto Blue Jays. But Chicago
fans stay optimistic, and last night
as they choked back the tears over
MJ's departure there was already
talk of Will "Frank" Perdue starting
for the Bulls. Across town, at the
new Conmiskey Park, the Jays
showed they didn't care about the
white sox being waved in their faces
and hit the ball all over the park.
MIT TWIB NOTES
Ellis Burks captured the spirit of the
The men's water polo team is off Sox performance during an interthis weekend as they prepare for the view when he kept talking about
New England Regionals at UMass still playing for the Red Sox, apparnext weekend.
ently forgetting that he had changed
The football team is ranked 13th the color of his footwear. If they
in New England, while the cross don't improve, the White Sox will
country team is third.
come about as close to the World
Two thumbs up to women's socSeries as Ellis did with Boston. Precer player Becky "You can't stop diction of the week: Unless Bo
her, but can only hope to contain Jackson has several good hits in the
her" Hill who is first in scoring in AL series, look for him to spend
the New England Women's 8 with 9 some time next season with the
,oints (4
Ioals,
I assist). Thq team newest White Sox minor league
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the wrath of Pope Lou Holtz when
he spurned the Irish in favor of the
Seminoles. Coach Bowden signed
him as the answer to FSU's historic
kicking woes, hoping Bentley
would help to deliver his first
national championship. But thus far,
the man with the golden foot has
missed more extra points (7) than
FSU opponents have even attempted
(2). Of course, all of this is academic.when your team is winning 51-0
and you are able to boot a 35 yard
field goal against Miami with 10
seconds left.
Someone up there must really
want to see Joe Pateroo in the Rose
Bowl. A casual glance over Penn
State's schedule this season reveals
that the Nittany Lions have a big
advanitage over Ghio State and
Michigan in the Big Ten race. Penn
State has a day off tomorrow, then
faces the maize and blue next week
in Happy Valley . This is followed
by another bye week, then a trip to

Before beginning our regularly
scheduled column, we pay tribute to
His Aimess, arguably the greatest
basketball player of all time.
Michael Jordan announced on
Wednesday that he would hang up
his sneaks and play the roll of a
"normal" Joe Citizen. We can't
begin to list all of his records and
accomplishments, but we can say
that he will be missed. Of all the
superstars throughout the history of
the NBA, Michael is the only one
who did not have any flaws to his
game. The rumors that Spike Lee
will now be named to the Bulls roster, though, are, at this time, premature.
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as he's been to all the majors except
the Rose. Sorry, Joe, but we don't
buy any of that gibberish coming
out of State College about how
these two off-weeks actually hurt
you. Nor do we think you will be in
Pasadena on the Ist. How does San
Diego (Holiday Bowl) sound.
Outside of Sir Vix, no one felt
luckier Friday night than Lennox
"Webster" Lewis. Lewis dropped
the first five rounds to Frank
"Sheep are Divine" Bruno and was
getting pummeled in the seventh
when he landed a wild left hand
that spelled the beginning of the
end for Bruno. Lewis, the goofiest
fighter in the heavyweight division,
will need to learn better defense if
he hopes to survive his March 5
encounter with Tommy "Moondance" Morrison. For his part,
Bruno fought well enough to warrant a good money fight on USA's
Tuesday Night Fights, lately the
haven for old fighters hanging on
Columbus. These two weeks off to dignity by a piece of dental
will aid Paterno immensely in his floss. Riddick Bowe may want to
quest to round out his bowl resume, sign up for a fight with Lennox
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By Mike Duffy
and Andrew Heltner
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Now that the season's first
"game of the century" is upon us
(Florida St. - Miami), it's time to
check and see how the most heralded kicker in the land, freshman
Scott Bentley of FSU, is doing.
Bentley had been recruited by Notre
Dame since the sixth grade, but felt
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game sweeps in baseball post-season play, thereby ensuring that
CBS will again lose money on its
baseball broadcasts. How stupid
does CBS think we are when they
say that games are starting at 8:07
p.m. so that kids can watch the
games in their entirety, and not
because of commitments to Dave
Letterman's late night show. We
know that the scheduling is driven
by the fact that Beavis and Buthead
come on at 11 p.m. and, no matter
how exciting the baseball game is,
kids will switch over to MTV at that
time in order to watch the boys.
Menudo's Top 5
1. Florida State
3. Alabama
4. Miami
5. Notre Dame
One of these days maybe Alabama will play a real team, while the
Irish face a horrible Pitt Panther
squad.
Let's Argue, Page 22
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now before Lewis falls and they
both lose out on a fat payday.
This year's National League
West and American League East
pennant races should show the
Lords of the Diamond that having
wild card teams in the playoffs is
not the answer to baseball's woes.
Baseball set an all time record for
attendance this season, even if you
don't include the totals from expansion teams Colorado and Florida,
yet owners continually moan about
TV contracts and not making
enough profit because of escalating
salaries. Yet how exciting would the
NL West race have been knowing
that both San Francisco and Atlanta
already had clinched playoff spots;
or how exciting would the AL East
race have been knowing in August
that five teams within one game of
first were duking it out for two
spots. In the NFL, with its 16 game
schedule, it is one thing to have wild
card teams, but in a sport with 162
regular season games, it should be
winner take all.
Here's hoping for three four-
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On the show, cheesy films
are reviewed
a
man
by
I
and two rob( )Is made
from a lacros:se helmet
and a gumball machine.
Boy, will you r parents
ever be happ y to hear
how you ' re spending
their money.
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